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Abstract 

The DocFA project, Inhabiting In-betweens: Making Pictures and Being Made is a 

visual, material exploration based in studio practice and informed by theoretical 

investigation. The research undertaken investigates a methodology for painting 

practice that seeks to situate, embody, and enact a near synchronous receptive and 

responsive exchange between the painter and painting within the flux of 

indeterminate practice. 

The project applies the metaphor ‘in-betweenness’ to explore a transformative time-

space wherein the painter and the painting are simultaneously distinct and mutually 

codependent. I argue that experiential states of being in-between create dynamic 

conditions that vitalise painting practice by encompassing indeterminacy, chance, 

contingency, and novel emergence. 

In accord with the experiential basis of this research, the project locates its 

philosophical and conceptual ground within Phenomenological and Daoist thinking. I 

apply phenomenal concepts both to my specific experiences when painting and also 

to pictorial space itself, and argue that through the operation of in-betweenness the 

make-up of self and picture are mutually informing. 

By undertaking this project I seek to contribute to the field of contemporary painting 

practices, and in particular, painting practices employing indeterminate 

methodologies. 
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Introduction 

 

Painting as idea, object, and process has not only adapted its ways 

and means of production, but accommodated new assertions of who, 

and what, are the painter and the painted.1 

 

In this introduction I explain the main questions that have guided this DocFA 

research. This thesis is presented in conjunction with a body of paintings that have 

been produced during the research candidature. This studio practice has developed 

from my background as a painter over 30 years of practice.  

 

Figure 1 - Lone Figure #3, oil on canvas, 30 x 22cm, 2018 

Throughout this time my practice has explored diverse genres and methods. 

Consistent within this exploration has been my use of oil paint on stretched canvas. 

This extensive painting-based experience underpins my interest in the phenomenal 

time and space of painting practice. By undertaking this practice-based doctoral 

research I seek to better understand how an indeterminate methodology limits or 

 
1 Matthew Ritchie, “A Gate, A Key, An Ocean.”, p46. 
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expands the potential of my painting practice. I employ a phenomenally immersive 

encounter of the painter (here myself), and the painting, to create experiential and 

painted outcomes that can be examined and evaluated to determine the project’s 

contribution. Within this encounter, I am specifically interested in the possibility of 

the synchronous relationship of the painter and the painting, the emergent relation-

based constitutions generated in the process of making a painting, and the 

correspondence of practice-based experience to the compositional dynamics of the 

ensuing paintings. 

To focus this project’s practice-based research, I ask three questions: 

 1: What can the conceptual-structural metaphor ‘in-betweenness’ 

reveal about the painter-painting relationship when applied to the 

conditions of studio-based practice? 

2. How can in-betweenness as a methodology of painting practice be 

applied? 

3. What does an in-between methodology contribute to the field of 

contemporary painting practices? 

I intend the project’s findings to contribute to contemporary, indeterminate painting 

practices, and thus benefit practitioners employing process-based methodological 

approaches. Other interested parties in the wider field of indeterminate creative 

practices may also consider the project’s findings as a useful resource. 

Throughout this thesis I will call upon key terms relevant to understanding the 

context and intent of this investigation. 

I will repeatedly refer to ‘painting’. As this word is applicable as a verb in the context 

of practice, and as a noun applicable to paintings as objects, to avoid confusion, I will 

usually replace its usage as a verb (e.g., ‘when I am painting’) with the term ‘practice’ 

(e.g., ‘when I am practicing’). 

‘Painting’, understood as a field of visual expression, offers a third application of this 

term. I broadly define the field of painting within which I locate this project, as 
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encompassing a five-century span of historical and contemporary practice wherein 

oil paint2 is applied to a piece of canvas stretched over a frame.3 More specifically, 

the field of painting this project attends employs an indeterminate methodology. I 

identify this indeterminate approach as being employed since the early 20th Century, 

beginning with a sub-movement within Cubism,4 known as Analytic Cubism. 

When I reference an ‘indeterminate’ methodology for painting practice, I am 

indicating that at a basic level I, or another practitioner, do not pre-plan an outcome. 

Positioning indeterminism as a methodological basis for my painting practice signals 

that not knowing is understood as highly significant for the project, as it sustains an 

optimal openness of what makes up the creative relationship of the painter and the 

painting throughout the creative process. 

Professor of Philosophy and Performance Gary Peters states that discussions of 

indeterminate methodologies are often caught within humanistic language using 

terms such as "emotion, expression, communication, and dialogue."5 Instead, he 

perceives his practice as, 

…the performative site where the rigours of aesthetic judgment… 

transform the confrontation with contingency into art. Thought of in 

this way, the “in the moment” moment is no longer conceived as an 

ecstatic oneness where self meets self, meets other, meets all, within 

the warm glow of utopic togetherness, but rather as the region where 

the necessary rigidity of judgement arrives at a method of proceeding 

that places all of the emphasis on discipline, control, and a sureness of 

touch that, while having the appearance of spontaneity, is the product 

 
2 Colour pigment particles suspended in an oil-based medium. 
3 The use of canvas stretched over a wooden support begins in 16th Century Venice. See Pantoja 
de la Cruz for a background to this switch from wooden panels and wall-based fresco painting. 
4 Cubism was created by Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque, and covered the approximate period 
1909 – 1918.  
5 Gary Peters. Certainty, Contingency, and Improvisation. Accessed 12.02.2021. 
https://www.criticalimprov.com/index.php/csieci/article/download/2141/2918?inline=1 

https://www.criticalimprov.com/index.php/csieci/article/download/2141/2918?inline=1
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of endless rehearsal and preparation—indeed, a spontaneity that is 

inconceivable without the discipline of such preparatory work.6 

Though a different creative discipline frames the above statement, the practitioner-

based view that Peters presents accords with my painting-based experiences during 

this project, in particular, during the latter third of the project's creative production. 

Peter’s recognition of the rigours involved when bringing together in-the-moment 

performative-doing and aesthetic-observing characterise the physical and mental 

demands of this project’s indeterminate approach to practice. 

The project’s creative work is ‘studio based’. My intention in locating my practice 

within a studio is, in part, pragmatic – an enclosed room used specifically for my 

painting practice wherein the tools needed are at hand. However, I expand this 

pragmatic framing of a studio as I analyse the conceptual interplay of interiority and 

exteriority within paintings created, and discuss implications regarding states of 

physical, imaginative, and ontological containment or openness. 

I use the terms ‘situative’ and ‘embodied’, often in tandem, to convey the 

significance of an ongoing conscious awareness of the psychic and physical presence 

of the human body in relation to its environment. I often address these two terms in 

the context of my own practice-based experiences. 

For the project’s argument, the significance of the practitioner being ‘situated’ and 

‘embodied’ is the effect these states have on practice, that is, how these states 

destabilise quite who is the painter-subject and quite what is the painting-object? 

Or, to put it differently, in situative and embodied conditions, where does one part 

end and the other begin? 

 

Professor of Logic and Metaphysics Andy Clark argues for the Extended Mind Theory 

(EMT) that embraces both Embodied Cognition (“… cognition deeply depends on 

aspects of the agent's body other than the brain”)7 and Embedded Cognition (“… 

 
6 ibid 
7 See https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/embodied-cognition/#EmbCogExtMinThe for an analysis 
of the various and often conflicted schools within the greater field of Cognitive Science. 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/embodied-cognition/#EmbCogExtMinThe
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cognition deeply depends on the natural and social environment”).8 EMT is a radical 

departure from traditional views within Cognitive Science that conceive of a “central 

cognitive processing” within the human brain, “… in abstraction from bodily 

mechanisms of sensory processing and motor control.”9 Clark states: 

Different neural circuits provide different capacities, and all contribute 

in different ways to our sense of self, of where we are, of what we can 

do, and to decision making and choice. External, non-biological 

elements provide still further capacities and contribute in additional 

ways to our sense of who we are, where we are, what we can do, and 

to decision making and choice. No single tool among this complex kit 

is intrinsically thoughtful, ultimately in control, or the “seat of the 

self.” We, meaning we human individuals, just are these shifting 

coalitions of tools. We are “soft- selves,” continuously open to change 

and driven to leak through the confines of skin and skull, annexing 

more and more non biological elements as aspects of the machinery 

of mind itself.10 

Thus, as a summary position, Clark says: 

If the mind is not skull-bound but at least embodied, and perhaps 

even extended, then what view should we adopt of the self, 

subjectivity, and consciousness? …to put it colloquially, where mind 

 
8 ibid 
9 Studies of cognition and consciousness offer a vast array of often contrasting ideas – each 
context of approach yields quite different propositional answers. However, the diversity of 
opinions can generally be broken down into two main schools of thought: on the one hand 
consciousness is understood as an input output process-based cognitive operation that 
analogically replicates a computer’s binary operations; on the other hand is the idea that 
consciousness is informed within the experientially confluence of environment and embodiment. 
This project explores the latter view, without entirely dispatching with the dualistic. For a 
comprehensive introduction to the field of scholarship regarding consciousness, see Robert Van 
Gulick’s essay "Consciousness". The Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy 
 https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2018/entries/consciousness 

Accessed 01.05.2020 
10 Clark, Natural-Born Cyborgs: Minds, Technologies and the Future of Human Intelligence, 139. 

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2018/entries/consciousness
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goes, the self follows: if the mind is extended, for example, so too is 

the self.11 

Under the embodied and situatively extended conditions expressed by Clarke, my 

experience of mind (and therefore self) when painting may be considered as being 

generated by the very act of painting. This key idea - that ‘I’ am neither 

autonomously contained nor processorially limited - underpins this research enquiry. 

into an in-between methodology of painting practice. 

 

The project valorises a methodology of indeterminate painting practice as a means 

to optimally generate novel, emergent outcomes. Professor of Philosophy Timothy 

O’Connor describes the concept of emergence as: 

Emergent entities (properties or substances) ‘arise’ out of more 

fundamental entities and yet are ‘novel’ or ‘irreducible’ with 

respect to them.12 

The concept of In-betweenness, I will argue, offers a metaphor for the time and 

space wherein O’Connor’s ‘fundamental entities’ become an ‘emergent entity’. By 

painting, the project explores how the moment of emergence, the moment within 

which two are becoming one, may be methodologically realised. 

The idea of emergence can be further distinguished for the project’s purposes by 

understanding the operations of two possible temporal dynamics, the synchronic 

and the diachronic.  

Professor of Analytic Philosophy Elly Vintiadis states: 

Another distinction that is made concerning how novelty is 

understood is the distinction between synchronic and diachronic 

novelty. The former is novelty exhibited in the properties of a 

system vis-à-vis the properties of its constituent parts at a 

 
11 ibid 

12 Timothy O’Connor. Emergent Properties. Accessed 13.04.2021 
file://localhost/<https/::plato.stanford.edu:archives:fall2020:entries:properties-emergent:>. 

about:blank
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particular time; the latter is temporal novelty in the sense that a 

property or state is novel if it is instantiated for the first time.13 

Based on the distinction between emergent system operations that Vintiadis 

defines, I qualify my practice-based claims upon the novel qualities expressed by 

emergent aspects. My claim is that if states on being in-between are realised in 

practice, these states do not generate something entirely new, as per the diachronic 

system’s operation, but a synchronically generated newness that is made up of the 

properties of its constituent parts at a particular time. 

I employ the three terms ‘real’, ‘actual’, and ‘virtual’, to define both my awareness of 

the phenomenal conditions I exist within, and distinguish between communicative 

modalities of figurative and abstract visual expression. I apply the term ‘real’ as all 

encompassing, embracing my phenomenal, situative ‘actuality’, and my self-reflexive 

‘virtuality’, yet a ‘real’ that is also situated beyond my conscious and sensorial 

capacities of apprehension. I apply the term ‘actual’ to indicate  an apprehended 

condition, a condition made possible by my consciousness of phenomenal 

conditions, my perceptual capacities, and my awareness of self-in-relation with 

environmental conditions. I apply the term ‘virtual’14 as any codified lingual, or 

visual, representation of the ‘actual’. 

An example of the above is when I paint on a surface, for example a nose; if I 

proportionally and tonally match my painted effort to a nose’s appearance, and also 

keep the paint so smooth you cannot distinguish any brush marks, I accord this 

painted nose a highly virtual status as the signifying operation (from virtual to actual) 

is relatively direct. If I paint this nose, but do so with thick paint, and leave traces of 

the gestural movements of the brush, then the painted nose is still a virtual nose, but 

the obvious activity of paint makes paint’s material actuality more present – thus the 

signifying operation is potentially interrupted. If I forget all about noses, or depicting 

anything, and smear paint roughly, then the resultant paint is very close to being 

 
13 Elly Vintiadis. Emergence. Accessed April 4, 2021.  https://iep.utm.edu/emergenc/  
14  In semiotic terms, virtuality is created through the operation of a signifier (representation) to 
point towards a signified (actual). 

https://iep.utm.edu/emergenc/
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apprehended as material; i.e., the actuality of paint as paint. As this smear of paint is 

on canvas, the artifice of this gesture indicates the presence of a degree of virtuality, 

that is, I am representing something, some idea, or recording some moment. The 

degrees of actual/virtual inflections between painted noses and painted marks 

introduces my use of the term ‘spectrum’ to indicate weightings of discriminations in 

varied, yet similar, conditions. If I see accidentally spilt paint, I understand this paint 

in its actuality, with no significance attached that could indicate virtuality. These 

three aspects of existential conditions, the real, actual, and virtual, inform the 

spectrum of conditions within which my awareness apprehends, understands, 

intuits, and responds to. 

The ideas of phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908 – 1961) offer a 

philosophical framework by which subjects and objects may be understood as 

simultaneously distinct and as deeply interconnected. Merleau-Ponty’s experiential 

focus elicits a conceptualisation of subject-object relations and an associated 

terminology that is resonantly applicable to this project’s practice-based 

investigation. 

Chapter One addresses my conceptual understanding and intentions when applying 

the term in-between in the context of painting practice. To historically situate this 

project’s painting-based investigation of ‘in-between’ experiences I trace a 

theoretical lineage of the term in-between. In considering in-betweenness within the 

context of Daoist understandings, I examine the painter-painting relationship as a 

synchronously co-dependant ‘mutual arising’. I draw on ideas developed by  

Merleau-Ponty, to reveal the subject-object field conditions that define parts as 

simultaneously distinct yet mutually dependent. Based on the analysis of a short 

story written by the Daoist Zhuangzi, I draw the conclusion that the clarity of 

conscious awareness usefully applicable to the project’s methodology of practice is 

the very action in-between identifications of subject and objects, or self and other. I 

close this chapter by applying my developing understanding of the in-between 

specifically to the conditions of painting practice. 
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In Chapter Two I define my methodological approach to instantiate and sustain 

experiences of being in-between in my painting practice. I evaluate my use of the 

book the I Ching to reveal ethical insights relevant to my application of an in-

between methodology for practice. By examining Daoist and phenomenological 

conceptions of relational and process-based interconnectivity, I propose that the 

inseparability of an ethics of relational equality fundamentally underpins any ensuing 

possibilities for being in-between during practice. In discussing Mihaly 

Czikszentmihalyi’s concept of creative flow, and Henri Matisse’s assertion of an 

instinctual condition when practicing, I seek to further clarify the methodological 

conditions, and experiential nature, of ‘being in-between’ during practice. 

In Chapter Three I address, examine, and analyse the paintings I have made 

throughout this project. By establishing the effects of indeterminate practice in the 

context of my experiences, and also as visually revealed within paintings, I 

endeavour to establish correspondences between the qualities manifest in the 

making, and qualities revealed in the made. To convey the significance of such 

correspondences, I draw on the ideas of philosopher Paul Crowther regarding the 

correspondence of subjective experiences of objects in three-dimensional space and 

two-dimensional pictorial depth. I extend this line of enquiry by applying Crowther’s 

conception of paint as potentially two-fold: a dual condition that unsettles clear 

distinctions between subject-based and object-based conditions. I close this chapter 

with the assertion that the in-between painting methodology is synchronously 

generative of emergent interrelations encompassing ontological states of reality, 

actuality, and virtuality. 

In Chapter Four I trace a historic lineage for painting-based methodological 

applications of in-betweenness. In identifying the operations of in-betweenness, I 

offer a reconsideration of specific examples within the Cubist and Abstract 

Expressionist movements. I follow this by focusing upon three contemporary 

painters, analysing examples of their paintings in the dual contexts of their own 

statements, and an in-between methodological framing. I close this chapter by 

addressing ideas of freedom and constraint as they pertain to, and affect, 
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indeterminate approaches to painting practice, and discuss how the paintings made 

through such a methodological approach reflect the intentions of the painter. 

The conclusion of the thesis discusses the project’s findings by responding to the 

research questions. I convey how the project has sought to reflexively understand 

and define a methodology of painting practice by applying the metaphorical concept 

of in-betweenness. I conclude by asserting that the conceptual-structuring metaphor 

in-between offers a framework to consider the project’s indeterminate painting 

practice as a synchronous operation unifying the painter and the painting and 

generative of emergent interrelational constitutions. 

The choices made to decide the title of each respective series of paintings were, in-

part, based upon identifying an underlying theme relevant to the project’s 

undertaking. Sometimes, such a theme as a title felt too descriptively wooden, and 

in these cases I more freely made use of resonant word or idea associations. 
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CHAPTER ONE: CONCEPTUALISING IN-BETWEENNESS 

The task of this chapter is to define a philosophical and theoretical field that 

conceptually situates the concept of in-betweenness as it pertains to this project’s 

concerns.  

1.1 EMERGING IN FUZZY PLACES 

Before examining key contextual fields to begin digging deeper into the idea of in-

betweenness, the etymology of the word in-betweenness offers some initial 

guidance: 

‘in’; "…not, opposite of, without…", and ‘between’: "…in the space which separates, 

midway, in the midst, among, by turns…", and ‘-ness’: “…word-forming element 

denoting action, quality, or state…”.15 

This breakdown discloses the inherent potentiality of in-betweenness as being 

qualitatively made-so (-ness) through a difference (in-) generated within a relational 

event in the midst of more than one thing (-between).  

By extrapolation: in-betweenness is… 

A qualitative and emergent otherness generated in the midst of relational dynamics, 

unique unto itself and constituted by its action.16 

In terms of the subject/object relations of a painter and a painting in-betweenness 

reveals complex structuring conditions that may, under conducive conditions, 

potentialise a relational emergence of something other. Thus in-betweenness offers 

a metaphorical tool to explore the non lingual experience of emergent, coexistent 

relations generated during practice. In their study of metaphor, George Lakoff and 

Mark Johnson state that structural metaphors provide a means to understand and 

conceptualise in language the nonlinguistic nature of embodied experience. They 

argue that such metaphors go beyond indicating appearances or describing scalar 

correspondences; instead they offer the potential for expansive and domain crossing 

 
15 Accessed August 20, 2019 from https://www.etymonline.com 
16 The etymologically derived meaning offered here is my own. 

https://www.etymonline.com/
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understandings.17 Thus, as a relational metaphor applied to the specificity of 

painting-based experiences, the term in-between occupies a centralising hub for this 

enquiry, a critical point of orientation that coheres differing lines of thinking 

radiating out from and returning to its generative centre. 

1.2 MORE THAN ONE 

The term in-between, as a conceptual metaphor for relational structures, has a 

history of application in philosophical and theoretical fields. I (concisely) 

acknowledge significant instances of such below. 

In adapting ethnographer and folklorist Arnold van Gennep’s (1873 – 1957) concept 

of a tripartite structure of the liminal,18 anthropologist Victor Turner (1920–1983) 

conceived a ‘between’ time-space that destabilised social conventions of order: 

In liminality, the status of space-time and role are marginalised - a 

spatial and temporal threshold-phase appears in which participants 

are neither here nor there; betwixt and between the positions 

assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention and ceremonial.19 

 
17 Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, 35. 
18 Van Gennep’s tripartite structure was comprised of:  
   1. Pre-Liminal (separation from the everyday) 
   2. Liminal (transitional and transformational) 
   3. Post-Liminal (incorporation and reintegration).  
   See Van Gennep, The Rites of Passage. 
19 Turner, “Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites of Passage,” 95. 
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The ‘neither-nor’ implications of a ‘betwixt and between’, so posited in 1967, has 

adaptively infiltrated disciplines of Social Anthropology, Post-Colonial Theory20, 

Feminist Theory21, Critical Theory22, and Queer Theory.23  

Giles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, in A Thousand Plateaus (1980) defined a neither-

nor position to reconceptualise an ontology of relations. Their understanding of 

‘between’ was integrated within a second conceptual metaphor, the ‘rhizome’: 

A rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between 

things, interbeing, intermezzo. The tree is filation, but the rhizome is 

alliance, uniquely alliance. The tree imposes the verb ‘to be’, but the 

fabric of the rhizome is the conjunction, ‘and… and… and…’. (italics in 

original)24 

This rhizomic between fundamentally rethinks relational ontological conditions by 

offering a structuring metaphor operationally different to a hierarchical 

understanding of being and distinctions therein. Thus: 

Between things does not designate relation going from one thing to 

another and back again, but a perpendicular direction, a transversal 

movement that sweeps one and the other away, a stream without 

 
20 Professor Homi Bhabha, states: “‘In-between’ spaces provide the terrain for elaborating 
strategies of selfhood - singular or communal - that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative 
sites of collaboration, and contestation, in the act of defining the idea of society itself.” (Bhabha, 
The Location of Culture, p.2) 

21 Philosopher and feminist theorist Rosi Braidotti states: “Neither a sacralised inner sanctum, 
nor a pure socially shaped entity, the enfleshed Deleuzian subject is rather an ‘in-between’: it is a 
folding-in of external influences and a simultaneous unfolding outwards of affects.” Braidotti 
quoted in Rick Dolphijn and Iris van der Tuin New Materialism: Interviews & Cartographies, 19. 
22 Psychoanalyst and theorist Luce Irigaray states: “What is at play in the caress does not see 
itself. The in-between, the middle, the medium of the caress does not see itself.” Irigaray quoted 
in Butler, Sexual Difference as a Question of Ethics: Alterities of the Flesh in Irigaray and Merleau-
Ponty, 168. 
23 Professor Judith Butler states, “…the distinction between sex and gender serves the argument 
that whatever biological intractability sex appears to have, gender is culturally constructed” 
(Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, 9). Though not strictly applying 
the term ‘in-between’, the ‘betwixt and between’ spirit underpins Butler’s conception of gender 
as performative rather than a biologically fixed identity state.  
24 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 28. 
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beginning or end that undermines its banks and picks up speed in the 

middle.25  

Anthropologist and cross-disciplinary thinker/writer Tim Ingold digs deeper into this 

territory positing differences in meaning for the terms ‘between’ and ‘in-between’: 

‘Between’ articulates a divided world that is already carved at the joints. 

It is a bridge, a hinge, a connection, an attraction of opposites, a link in a 

chain, a double-headed arrow that points at once to this and that. ‘In-

between’, by contrast, is a movement of generation and dissolution in a 

world of becoming where things are not yet given – such that they might 

then be joined up – but on the way to being given. It is an interstitial 

differentiation, a fission/ fusion reaction, a winding and unwinding, 

inhalation and exhalation, flowing one way in a direction orthogonal to 

the double arrow of between but with no final destination. Between has 

two terminals, in-between has none.
26

 

 

Ingold, in making this semantic distinction, is not taking aim at Deleuze and 

Guattari’s rhizomic ‘between’; rather he is contesting and recasting the conceptual 

metaphor of the ‘network’ (and ‘actants’ within) as understood in Actor-Network 

Theory27 Ingold instead offers the qualitatively different metaphor ‘meshwork’. He 

states: 

I return to the importance of distinguishing the network as a set of 

interconnected points from the meshwork as an interweaving of lines. 

Every such line describes a flow of material substance in a space that 

is topologically fluid. I conclude that the organism (animal or human) 

 
25 ibid, 27. 

26 Ingold, A Life of Lines, 147. 
27  Actor-Network Theory (ANT) “advances a relational materiality, the material extension of 
semiotics, which presupposes that all entities achieve significance in relation to others.” Within 
ATN an actant is “any agent, collective or individual, that can associate or disassociate with other 
agents.” https://www.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/upm-
binaries/5222_Ritzer__Entries_beginning_with_A__[1].pdf Accessed 12.04.2021 

https://www.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/upm-binaries/5222_Ritzer__Entries_beginning_with_A__%5b1%5d.pdf
https://www.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/upm-binaries/5222_Ritzer__Entries_beginning_with_A__%5b1%5d.pdf
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should be understood not as a bounded entity surrounded by an 

environment but as an unbounded entanglement of lines in fluid 

space.28 

In terms of conceptual metaphors of relational structuring conditions, the origins of 

Ingold’s meshwork can be perceived as stemming from the conditions of liminality 

that underpinned Turner’s conceptualisation of the space-time betwixt and between. 

Ingold, in emphasising the unbounded nature of meshwork, negates the potential of 

two-as-one codependency – a relational dynamic that I argue as generative of 

emergent relational constitutions under the methodological conditions I apply to 

painting practice. 

The last one of this associative lineage of relational structuring concepts I examine, 

significantly, does not disregard the two-as-one/one-as-two constitution. 

Contemporary theorist Donna Haraway brings together M. Beth Dempster’s concept 

of sympoiesis29 and Professor Lynn Margulis’s (1938 – 2011) holobiont30 to assert a 

new understanding of sympoiesis. Dempster proposed sympoiesis as oppositional to 

autopoiesis31:  

Autopoietic systems are homeostatic, development oriented, centrally 

controlled, predictable and efficient. Sympoietic systems are 

homeorhetic, evolutionary, distributively controlled, unpredictable 

and adaptive.32  

Developing on this, Haraway states: 

Sym-poiesis is a simple word; it means “making-with.” Nothing makes 

itself; nothing is really auto-poietic or self-organizing…. That is the 

 
28 Ingold, Being Alive: Essays on Movement, Knowledge and Description, 83. 
29 As proposed in her M.A. thesis “A self-organizing systems perspective on planning for 
sustainability” in 1998. 
30 A holobiont is a biological entity containing multiple bacterial symbionts. See 
https://microbiomejournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40168-019-0619-4 for 
current studies on such. Accessed April 14, 2021.  
31 The concept autopoiesis was proposed in 1972 by Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela in 
their book Autopoiesis and Cognition: The Realization of the Living. 
32 Dempster, Sympoietic and Autopoietic Systems: A new distinction for self-organizing systems, 1. 

https://microbiomejournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40168-019-0619-4
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radical implication of sympoiesis. Sympoiesis is a word proper to 

complex, dynamic, responsive, situated, historical systems. It is a word 

for worlding.33 

Within such worlding exist sympoietic entities which Haraway, borrowing from 

Margulis, terms holobionts. In Haraway’s sympoietic framing, “[h]olobionts are, 

etymologically, ‘entire beings’ or ‘safe and sound beings.’ That is decidedly not the 

same thing as One and Individual.”34 Thus, their relational constitution is,  

… quasi-collective/quasi-individual partners in constitutive 

relatings… the partners do not precede the relatings.35 

Sympoiesis, in this understanding, is not quite as definitively unbound as per Ingold’s 

meshwork. Rather, it is a complex two-fold structural conception encompassing the 

one-as-two, two-as-one relational pulse. For Haraway, within sympoietic relations, a 

biological collective precedes the quasi-individual aspect, thus not only instilling a 

sense of evolutionary teleology to the sympoietic structural conception, but 

affirming a diachronic mechanism of relations. 

In the section below I will bring the focus back to the specificity of the project’s 

application of the metaphor in-betweenness by exploring a different model to the 

diachronic - the synchronic. 

 

1.3 MUTUAL ARISING – HSIANG SHENG 

In this section I look closely at the effect of synchronic conditions on the emergent 

qualities of novel interrelational constitutions. The traditional Chinese philosophy of 

Daoism is based on two foundational texts – the Dao De Jing Laozi,36 and the 

 
33 Haraway, “Symbiogenesis, Sympoiesis, and Art Science Activisms for Staying with Trouble,” 
25. 
34 ibid. 
35 ibid, 29. 
36 Recent scholarship points towards the contents of the Dao De Jing as being drawn from oral 
sayings and written verse, collected together sometime in the 3rd – 4th Century BCE. Spellings of 
the author and book title differ as per the translator and the conventions they follow; hence Laozi 
is sometimes rendered as Lao Tzu and the Dao De Jing as the Tao Te Ching. Historically, the Dao 
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Zhuangzi by Zhuangzi.37 In Daoist38 thinking the generative aspect of the cosmos is 

termed the Dao. Professor of Asian and Comparative Philosophy, Steve Coutinho, 

writes: 

The Dao plays a role as source…as immanently involved in and 

inseparable from what it produces. Thus, the natural world is 

understood as a whole with two integrated types of aspects, one 

subtle and one manifest. The subtle aspects are deep and generative, 

but nevertheless thoroughly contained holistically and inseparably 

within the natural whole.39 

Professor of Philosophy and Religion, Katrin Froese, asserts that the significant basis 

for the emergence of newness (in regards to the reciprocation of two-as-one and 

one-as-two), is the dynamical interconnection of parts: 

… all things participate in a continuously unfolding process. Unity is 

based on interconnection between things rather than on a shared 

universal essence. The characteristics of things emerge out of their 

relationship with another and there is no sharp distinction between 

Being and Becoming, nor is there a sharp distinction between 

substances.40 

The emergent characteristics formed within relation dynamics are conceptually 

understood through the metaphor of yin and yang. Regarding the qualitative 

premise of yin and yang, Coutinho comments: 

[Yin and yang] … do not really refer to properties of things, but are 

fundamental metaphors that shape our understanding of the phases 

 
De Jing is of uncertain origin and authorship. (See Csikszentmihalyi and Ivanhoe pp. 1-9 for a 
detailed overview of recent scholarship regarding chronology and attributions). 
37 The author’s name is also rendered as Chuang Tzu, and he is also sometimes referred to as 
Zhuang Zhui or Master Zhuang. Scholars generally agree that the Zhuangzi was created in the 
same era as the Dao De Jing - sometime in the 3rd – 4th Century BCE. 
38 See Moeller, Basic Aspects of Daoist Philosophy, 1-12, for a historical overview of Daoism and a 
concise discussion of authorship regarding its two foundational texts, the Laozi and the Zhuangzi.  
39 Coutinho, An Introduction to Daoist Philosophies, 24. 
40 Froese, 21. 
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in the process of development of things. They are interpretive models 

which we may freely apply to deepen our understanding of the 

pragmatic significance of changes and contrasts. Moreover, how we 

understand the phases of things depends…on our own circumstances, 

on our purposes, and on the context in which the changes are to be 

understood.41 

Thus, I hypothesise that my understandings within the specificity of my in-practice 

circumstances are inherently influenced by my subjectivity as a condition amongst 

greater conditions.  

 

Figure 2 - Lone Figure #7, oil on board, 30 x 22cm, 2018 

The concept of an individual’s Lebenswelt,42 translated as ‘lifeworld’, is useful to 

describe this inescapable perspective. In brief, the concept of a Lifeworld was 

applied by phenomenologist Edmund Husserl (1887 – 1938) to describe a subject’s 

preconceptions as affecting their understanding within any given situation. These 

preconceptions are a mix of personal beliefs in combination with the often 

unconscious embedment of cultural-based structures that affect the way a subject 

 
41 Coutinho, 126. 
42 For an overview of this term see Section 7: “Empathy, subjectivity and lifeworld” 
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/husserl/#EmpIntLif Accessed May 5, 2021. 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/husserl/#EmpIntLif
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constructs meaning for themselves. In short, a subject’s lifeworld issues from their 

assumption of their reality. 

Professor of Chinese Philosophy Wing-tsit Chan (1901 – 1994), in analysing the book 

Zhuangzi by 4th Century BCE Daoist Zhuangzi, comments: 

There is nothing that is not the ‘that’ and there is nothing that is not 

the ‘this’. Things do not know that they are the "that" of other things; 

they only know what they themselves know. Therefore I say that the 

‘that’ is produced by the ‘this’ and the ‘this’ is also caused by the 

‘that’. This is the theory of mutual production. This means 

simultaneously coming into being. It means simultaneous production 

or causation. The idea is that one implies or involves the other, or 

coexistence. The emphasis here, however, is the causal relation rather 

than coexistence.43 

Instead of the sympoietic ‘quasi-collective’ preceding the ‘qausi-individual’ a 

different paradigm of causality is in operation here – a simultaneity of reciprocal 

causes. This reveals the structural condition inside of the two-as-one one-as-two as a 

synchronous becoming, simultaneously generative of pairs and constitutive of a 

whole. Author Alan Watts describes this mutual simultaneity thus: “The key to the 

relationship between yin and yang is called hsiang sheng, mutually arising or 

inseparability.”44 

In the context of trying to practically harness the generative mutuality of hsiang 

sheng within the in-between methodology of painting practice, how may I, or 

another practitioner, proceed? Zhuangzi offers this observation: 

Where neither It nor Other finds its opposite is called the axis of the 

Way [dao 道]. When once the axis is found at the centre of the circle 

there is no limit to responding with either, on the one hand no limit to 

 
43 Chan, A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 177. 
44 Watts, Tao: The Watercourse Way, 22. 
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what is it, on the other no limit to what is not. Therefore I say: ‘The 

best means is Illumination.’45 

Professor of Asian and Comparative Religion and Philosophy Alan Fox usefully 

clarifies how ‘illumination’ aids a human subject’s apprehension of their dual states 

of being both an independent subject that is simultaneously deeply interconnected. 

Thus, Fox believes, Zhuangzi’s writings: 

… encourage us to accurately perceive distinctions, not to allow them 

to become blurred, in a condition of mutual transcendence. Clarity, 

not obscurity, is the privileged state of mind. But what is revealed in 

the light of this clarity is the mutuality of distinctions, their paradoxical 

dependence on one another, represented elsewhere in the Daoist 

tradition as…the unity of yin and yang.46 

Is clarity of mind, I wonder, the primary condition that enables the mutual arising of 

the painter-subject and painting-object? A becoming together of two-as-one during 

practice? Maybe obscurity, therefore, leads to an ‘apart-from’ separation of painter-

painting parts? And, if so, is the generative potential of this pair’s mutual arising 

lost?  Below, I look to phenomenological models to flesh out the dynamics of 

separation and interconnectedness that make-up a human subject’s experience. In 

identifying the nuances of such dynamics, I seek to locate the territories within 

which clarity or obscurity may operate during practice. 

1.4 PHENOMENAL CONDITIONS: VISIBILITY, REVERSIBILITY, DEHISCENCE, AND THE 

CHIASM 

In this section I examine ideas developed by phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-

Ponty to clarify the structural conditions, relational operations, and generative 

potentiality of the in-between methodology of painting practice. 

 
45 Graham, Chuang-tzŭ: The Seven Inner Chapters and Other Writings from the Book Chuang, 53. 
46 Cook, Hiding the World in the World: Uneven Discourses on the Zhuangzi, p215 
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In his posthumously published working notes (later published as The Visible and the 

Invisible), Maurice Merleau-Ponty wrote: 

We say therefore that our body is a being of two leaves, from one side 

a thing amongst other things and otherwise what sees them and 

touches them; we say, because it is evident, that it unites these two 

properties within itself, and its double belongingness to the order of 

the ‘object’ and to the order of the ‘subject’ reveals to us quite 

unexpected relations between these two orders. It cannot be by 

incomprehensible accident that the body has this double reference; it 

teaches us that each calls for the other.47 

Merleau-Ponty, in identifying a two-fold “double belongingness” of a human body, 

asserts that the very existence of the orders of subject and object in the one entity is 

inherently meaningful; that is, double belongingness is not an “incomprehensible 

accident”.48 Merleau-Ponty suggests that this one-as-two separation establishes a 

condition within which reconnection (two-as-one) is sought for; “each calls for the 

other.” Applying the conception of double belongingness to my in-practice condition, 

I can consider myself-as-subject as equally a self-as-object, and, reciprocally, the 

painting-as-object as also the painting-as-subject. In Merleau-Ponty’s terminology, 

we are ‘calling for the other’. 

Merleau-Ponty, as he further examines the human body’s two-fold, double 

belonging describes the simultaneous presence of two existential orders in one 

body, in visual terms: the body-subject as seer, and the body-object as seeable.49 The 

always, already potentiality of the two-way activity establishes an inter-relational 

dependence within the subject-object field. Having distinguished the body’s double 

belongingness in vision’s terms (of seeing and seeable), Merleau-Ponty then 

requalifies this condition: 

 
47 Merleau-Ponty, The Visible and the Invisible, 135. 
48 ibid, 146. 
49 ibid, 135. 
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There are not in it two leaves or layers, it is Visibility sometimes 

wandering and sometimes reassembled…. To speak of leaves or of 

layers is still to flatten and to juxtapose, under the reflective gaze, 

what coexists in the living and upright body.50 

‘Visibility’, as I interpret it, is a detached, unitary phenomena that is not 

differentiated – it wanders, disassembled, but is always available to be reassembled 

in the very actioning of the body as subject-sensible (seeing/touching), or as an 

object-perceivable (seen/touched). Merleau-Ponty, as I understand, evokes Visibility 

as something akin to the operation of the Dao (as Coutinho put it, “… as immanently 

involved in and inseparable from what it produces”).51 

I note here the accordance between Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology and Daoist 

understandings.52 Both proffer a collective whole constituted by a dynamical 

relationship generated within a simultaneous arising of complementary pairs. The 

conceptual equivalence of the Dao and Visibility as both potential and immanence is 

significant. However, my purpose here is not to compare and contrast these schools 

of thought, but to attend to each as means to better reveal the relation-structuring 

conditions within which I situate and embody in-between conditions within the 

phenomenal, subject-object field. 

Merleau-Ponty, in offering an example in which a subject who touches themselves is 

simultaneously both doer and done to,53 reposes the concept of Visibility as 

 
50 ibid, 135, 136. 
51 ibid, 136. 
52 Such an accordance is made less remarkable in light of recent scholarship that has revealed 
that phenomenologist Martin Heidegger (1889 – 1976) did not disclose his knowledge of the 
philosophical ideas of Daoism and Zen Buddhism, whether via familiarity of key texts or through 
his personal contacts with Asian scholars. An instance of such was Heidegger’s co-translation 
(the first eight chapters) of the “Dao de Ching” with Chinese scholar Paul-Shih-Yi Hsiao. See 
Froese, pp 14, 15. 
53 Merleau-Ponty adapts the metaphorical device of ‘two hands touching’ from phenomenologist 
Edmund Husserl (1859 - 1938). Husserl’s writings established Phenomenology as a philosophical 
school. See Meirav Almog’s “From Husserl to Merleau-Ponty: On the Metamorphosis of a 
Philosophical Example”, for an examination of Merleau-Ponty’s borrowing and further adaptation 
of this metaphor. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10848770.2016.1173482  
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Tangibility. This change of sensate exemplars reveals a heightened complexity within 

the orders of subject and object in experiential conditions: 

I can identify the hand touched in the same one which will in a 

moment be touching…. In this bundle of bones and muscles which my 

right hand presents to my left, I can anticipate for an instant the 

incarnation of that other right hand, alive and mobile, which I thrust 

towards things in order to explore them. The body tries…to touch 

itself while being touched and initiates a kind of reversible 

reflection.54 

Even if simultaneous awareness of both touching and being touched is not possible, 

the awareness of a potential reflective reversal of the touching/touched experience 

complicates actual experience. Professor of Philosophy, Jack Reynolds comments: 

…the experience of being touched supervenes upon the experience of 

touching, and vice versa, in such a way that we can never contend 

that we are simply touching, or being touched, since there is always 

an embodied awareness of imminent reversibility.55 

Merleau-Ponty names the always immanent, reflective awareness of the 

complimentary other ‘reversibility’. Reversibility offers the “possibility of overlapping 

and encroachment”,56 that makes the sense of touch complicit with touchable. Thus, 

the ‘other side’ of a perceptive movement always encroaches within the perceiving 

of - or perceived as - action. Within the seer/seeable framing, the reflectivity of 

reversibility is potentialised in the latent phenomena of Visibility. If Visibility coheres 

the two-way seer/seeable of the subject/object as a double belongingness, 

reversibility reveals the constitutive criss-crossing of the two-as-one in relation. 

In applying the concept of reversibility to the conditions of my practice, I am able to 

perceive that if myself as painter-subject and the painting-object inform a mutual 

 
54 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 93. 

55 Reynolds, Merleau-Ponty, Levinas, and the Alterity of the Other, 69. 
56 ibid 
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arising pair - a double belongingness in Merleau-Ponty’s terminology – then, under 

the conditions of reversibility, when I am the subject painting, I am also the object 

painted. Maybe, however, this is a bit too definitive; rather, in the context of 

practice, I can understand the subject-object overlapping and encroachments as 

complicating who, and what, are the painter and the painting. 

Merleau-Ponty posits an originary cause, or at least an ongoing causal factor, for the 

complications experienced by the human subject when the central stability of their 

self-as-subject is always already, and will be, in question. This causal factor he names 

‘dehiscence’, literally a surgical wound that keeps reopening: 

…a sort of dehiscence opens my body in two, and because between 

my body looked at and my body looking, my body touched and my 

body touching, there is overlapping or encroachment, so that we may 

say that the things pass into us, as well as we into the things.57 

Merleau-Ponty terms the ‘unhealing’ gap caused by dehiscence the ‘chiasm’. 

Associate Professor of Philosophy, Ted Toadvine, describes the two-way impulse of 

this term within Merleau-Ponty’s thinking: 

Chiasm has two senses in French and English that are both relevant to 

Merleau-Ponty’s project: a physiological sense that refers to 

anatomical or genetic structures with a crossed arrangement (such as 

the optic nerves), and a literary sense referring to figures of speech 

that repeat structures in reverse order (AB:BA). For Merleau-Ponty, 

the chiasm is a structure of mediation that combines the unity-in-

difference of its physiological sense with the reversal and circularity of 

its literary usage.58 

Applied within the context of my practice, the complex structural metaphor ‘chiasm’ 

evokes both the condition of a my twofoldness, and also the reciprocal two-way 

action that inheres and characterises my self-condition, within the subject-object 

 
57 Merleau-Ponty, The Visible and the Invisible,  123. 
58 Toadvine, "Maurice Merleau-Ponty." 
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field, as a continuum of emergent interrelational constitutions. Professor of 

Philosophy Veronique Foti identifies in Merleau-Ponty’s writing chiasmatic 

articulations between, 

…sentience and the sensible, of body and world, of the sensory 

modalities with each other and with motility, of visibility and the 

invisible, of self and other, idea and flesh, or of speech and meaning.59 

Foti makes the point that these articulations do not emanate from an archetypal 

chiasmic ground – their chiasmic operations are constituted both within their 

articulative moment and also by their potentiality as emergent relational 

constitutions – constitutions of being that are always, already becoming something 

new in-relation-with.60  

 

Figure 3 - Slider #9, oil on board, 30 x 22cm, 2018 

Applied to practice, the continuum of parts becoming constitutive wholes that then 

dissolve and reform, on and on, implies that (if methodologically realised) the 

interrelational potential made up of the painter and the painting is inexhaustible. 

 
59 Cook, Hiding the World in the World: Uneven Discourses on the Zhuangzi, 184. 
60 ibid 
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This raises the question as to how the resultant painting may be considered as a 

material trace of such a transformative continuum (e.g. fig 3)? In Chapters Two and 

Three I will address how a methodological application of such two-way dynamics 

affects the compositional make-up of the paintings, and further, how compositional 

dynamics may be understood as analogous to in-practice experiences. 

To summarise this section; in the context of understanding and applying in-

betweenness in practice, Merleau-Ponty’s conception of double belongingness 

identifies a living coherence of parts, instantiating a two-as-one, one-as-two 

interrelational operation. By conceiving of a subject-object field as a two-way, 

reciprocal reversibility within chiasmic conditions, Merleau-Ponty conceptualises 

double belongingness as a living operation of subjects and objects as always and 

already in-relation. 

1.5 MEETING WITH AN IMAGINARY BUTTERFLY 

In this section I address the capacities of consciousness required to enable 

awareness to move both ways within two-fold conditions. The etymology of the 

word consciousness reveals an inherent communality that needs (at least) two 

aspects to know ‘with’. From Latin:  

com = with + scire = to know:  

conscire = be mutually aware: conscious (modern spelling) = knowing, aware.61  

Though consciousness is commonly assumed as individually manifested (by a 

sentient creature),62 the roots of this word make visible the ghosts of its 

constitutional basis as a plurality, a mutual sharing. 

 
61 Source: https://www.etymonline.com/word/conscious 

62 Consciousness, as an individual capacity, was argued for by philosopher John Locke (1632 – 
1704) in his 1689 publication An Essay Concerning Human Understanding.  Locke stated that 
consciousness was, “… the perception of what passes in a man’s own mind.” See 
https://iep.utm.edu/consciou/ for a detailed history of the concept of consciousness. Accessed 
April 4, 2021. 

https://iep.utm.edu/consciou/
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In The Zhuangzi, near the end of the second chapter titled On the Equality of Things, 

Zhuangzi wrote the parable-like short story Zhuang Zhou Dreams of Being a 

Butterfly. This story conveys how consciousness may move between subject-based 

identifications. Though Zhuangzi’s story is short, it is worth spending some time (and 

words) to unravel its implications. So: 

Previously, Zhuang Zhou dreamt he had become a carefree butterfly, a 

happily fluttering butterfly, who himself experienced such a fit 

between his intents and his surroundings that he didn’t know he was 

[Zhuang] Zhou. 

Suddenly he awoke and was unmistakably Zhou. 

He didn’t know if he was Zhou who had dreamt he had been a 

carefree butterfly, or, a carefree butterfly dreaming he had become 

Zhou. 

Between Zhou and the carefree butterfly there must be a distinction! 

This is called the transformation of things.63 

As I examine this short story I lean heavily on Professor of Religion (specialising in 

Buddhist and Daoist phenomenology) Dan Lusthaus’ careful analysis. 

Lusthaus makes the point that in line one Zhuangzi is explicitly present as the 

narrator. The Zhou of line three may be confused, but contextually Zhuangzi, as the 

storyteller, is not. The seeming dilemma in line three is false as the parity between 

the butterfly and Zhou is also false – Zhou is able to remember the butterfly, whilst 

the butterfly is oblivious to Zhou. 

Lusthaus perceives a meta-level of contextual activity and meaning within this story. 

The butterfly embodies an ideal of free and easy meanderings, and this ideal is the 

very one popularly accorded (both then and now according to Lusthaus) to 

Zhuangzi’s version of Daoist philosophy. Through this reflexive presentation Zhuangzi 

 
63 Lusthaus, “Aporetics Ethics in the Zhuangzi,” 166. 
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reveals that this popular view is “inadequate, or more bluntly put, is a dream”64 

(italics in original). So, importantly, the Zhou/Zhuangzi double wakes from a dream – 

he is not the happy butterfly, he is Zhou/Zhuangzi with all the problems of being so, 

especially regarding his current doubts and dilemmas of identity. This is 

compounded by the fact that the butterfly was unaware of Zhou (and therefore 

Zhuangzi) – hence, though Zhou/Zhuangzi believes he is primary to the butterfly (as 

he can relate the entire episode), he can still not be absolutely certain that he is not 

actually being dreamt by a butterfly. Therefore, “Zhuangzi doubts his transitional 

waking doubt, a doubt that itself serves as a signpost for the transition.”65 

This signpost reveals who is actually ‘awake’ in truth – the one who is not absolutely 

sure (even to the extent of doubting their doubts). Lusthaus draws the conclusion 

from this that for the reader Zhuangzi is seeking to disrupt tendencies to solve the 

dilemma in simplistic terms. This serves to wake a reader’s awareness and this 

“requires waking from careless inattention and the naïve perspective.”66  

Returning to sentence three, Lusthaus proposes that the apparent dilemma is set up 

as one of “mutual exclusion” that “holds one option right while rejecting the 

alternative.”67 This is a “temptation” but one that must be resisted, explicitly inside 

the story and implicitly outside of it. This is emphasised by Zhuangzi insisting in line 

four that there “must certainly be a distinction.”68 But as Zhou/Zhuangzi “has had 

and continues to have experiences while waking and dreaming” (italics in original), 

the question is not either/or, but rather, “How these different experiential contexts 

relate to each other”69 (italics in original).  

Lusthaus points out that if we strive to distinguish who (Zhou/Zhuangzi or the 

butterfly) has primacy, we are attaching relative notions of value and status. But this 

act of attaching value is predicated on a dyadic structure in which one either 

 
64 ibid, 167. 
65 ibid 

66 ibid, 168. 
67 ibid 
68 ibid, 169. 
69 ibid  
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confirms or rejects. Lusthaus suggests that Zhuangzi offers a resolution by “dropping 

the issue of primacy and instead facing the import of the experience itself.”70  

The fifth line’s naming of the “transformation of things” explicitly indicates that the 

ground(s) of real identity are actually the transformative experience. Thus, to 

experience the transformative as significant offers, “a change of context, such that 

the organizing criteria of one Lebenswelt are replaced in a subsequent Lebenswelt by 

new criteria.”71  

In the context of this project’s application of such ideas regarding identity, the 

Lebenswelt of myself as the painter engaging with the painting’s mix of material 

limitation and expressive potentiality, instantiates in-practice possibilities for the 

changing context of one part to transform the other. In this framing, neither myself 

nor the painting are primary identity considerations, rather, the transformative 

experience affecting both parts simultaneously is the significant event. 

 

Figure 4 - Andrew Keall, Sliders #4, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2019 

In summarising the impulse behind Zhuangzi’s butterfly story Lusthaus remarks: 

 
70 ibid 
71 ibid, 168. 
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Transformation involves radical novelty, such that it is not that a self-

same object that goes from situation a to situation b, but that persona 

a in situation a becomes something else (butterfly, natural 

phenomena) in situation b.72 

In the context of defining the conditions for in-betweenness within painting practice, 

I suggest that the unbounded nature of my consciousness potentially operates as an 

imaginative, medium-like intermediary, enabling apprehensions of my two-fold 

condition. Twofoldness enables awareness of the potential for two-way movements, 

in other words being in-between, that transform relational constitutions. The 

productive value of painting practice under these two-fold conditions is, I suggest, 

dependent on the quality of receptivity and responsivity within these transformative 

and generative conditions. 

Zhuangzi’s story, and Lusthaus’ analysis, assert consciousness as potentialising 

interconnectivity, rather than being a property that defines individuality. I 

understand this capacity of consciousness as fundamental to establishing the 

spaciousness necessary for my being in-between in practice. 

Through the above analysis I am able to more clearly understand the knowing-with 

operation of consciousness within the context of my conception of in-practice 

conditions of mutual arising, twofoldness, and reversibility. I may now perceive my 

consciousness as generative of a spaciousness that both enables and conducts the 

transformative movements of my awareness in-between myself as the painter and 

the painting. In my human condition, I cannot be completely free of my subjectivity, 

but I need not lend too much significance to such, as I am also capable of 

transforming my self-containment through the expansive and transformative quality 

of my consciousness. I am bound to my sense of self, but this self is capable of 

unboundedness. This understanding of consciousness is confirmed by recent 

scholarship in the field of Cognitive Science, that I address in the next section. 

 
72 ibid. p.170. Lusthaus notes the butterfly’s life cycle dramatically and poetically encapsulates 
this radical transformation of identity. 
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1.6 PAINTING IN TRIPLICATE 

In summary so far, I have identified in-between conditions (mutual 

arising/codependent pairs/double belonging, and chiasmically structured 

subject/object reversibility) as a conceptual, structural premise for the project’s 

methodology. Further, I suggest that these conceptual grounds are experientially 

applicable through the operations of consciousness and awareness, to open up the 

subject-object relational field and navigate the inter-relational flows of my practice.  

In this section, I consider the painting-object more closely, examining the structuring 

conditions of the painting as both an object and as part of an interrelational pairing 

with the painter. This length and density of analysis within this section seeks to 

reveal practice-based conditions that I will return to in Chapters Three and Four, as I 

discuss paintings made within this project, and in connection with historical and 

contemporary examples of paintings by other practitioners. 

The 20th Century artist, teacher, and theoretician Hans Hoffman (1880 – 1966), 

conceptualised the planar dynamics of painting as an optical/virtual structural 

relation. The push and pull of planar colour fields, according to Hofmann, activate 

depth dynamics within pictorial space simultaneously to the two-dimensionality of 

the painting surface. Hofmann states that, 

… to create the phenomena of push and pull on a flat surface, one 

has to understand that the nature of the picture plane reacts 

automatically in the opposite direction to the stimulus received…73 

(emphasis in original). 

Thus pictorial space is created in front of the object/plane, inside/alongside, and 

behind. This, in turn, is suggestive of space between these planar dynamics that not 

only creates the phenomena of absence and presence, but additionally instigates 

movement in-between instantiated planes. 

 
73 Hofmann quoted in Yohe, Hans Hofmann, 43. 
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Space expands or contracts in the tensions and functions through 

which it exists. Space is not a static, inert thing. Space is alive; space 

is dynamic; space is imbued with movement expressed by forces 

and counter forces; space vibrates and resounds with color, light 

and form in the rhythm of life.74 

 

This idea of space, though applicable to representational figuration, was asserted 

both from and for non-figurative/abstract painting. Though the above quote states a 

highly formalist understanding with an additional phenomenological twist (the 

‘movements between’), Hofmann also reached beyond an in-picture referential 

enclosure by arguing that this illusion of planar depth was only possible due to the 

conditions of human retinal reception. The retina receives light information as two-

dimensional but this is then cognitively recreated as an experiential three-

dimensional experience of space,75 and thus corresponding to painted illusions of 

three-dimensions on two-dimensional surfaces. Hofmann’s reach beyond in-picture 

formalism was further extended when the cognitive/imaginative recreation of visual 

information was appreciated by the ‘inner eye’.  

 

The physical eye sees only the shell and the semblance – the inner 

eye, however, sees to the core and grasps the coherence of 

things.76 

 

The inner eye enables an apprehension of the holistic unity of parts, a capacity that 

Hofmann believes to be a uniquely human one: 

 

In us everything is bound up in the acknowledgement and the 

presentation of the whole as unity. Where man is, there is the 

centre of the universe.77 

 
74 ibid 
75 ibid, 49-50. 
76 Hofmann quoted in Crowther, The Phenomenology of Modern Art: Exploding Deleuze, 
Illuminating Style, 219. 
77 ibid, 220. 
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In Hoffman’s understanding, the subject perceptively coheres (in both sensory and 

intellectual senses) understandings of the wholeness of everything that superficially 

appears to be many. A painting uniquely exemplifies this conceptual apprehension of 

reality as the whole/separate dynamic can be both the (thematic/virtual) subject of a 

painting and the (optical/physical) substance of such. 

 

Specialising in aesthetics and visual culture, Professor of Philosophy Paul Crowther, 

in developing his concept of ‘phenomenal depth’ notes, and builds from, the 

ontology-based affinity between Hofmann’s and Merleau-Ponty’s understandings of 

the one-as-two, two-as-one relational structuring.78 Crowther argues that two-

dimensional, visual art works have an intrinsic significance due to their 

exemplification of real-world subject/object ontological reciprocity. Thus, Crowther 

adds to the pictorially conceived space the reciprocating dynamic (via Merleau-

Ponty) lacking in Hofmann’s holistic position. Such reciprocity, in which the subject 

and object are “part of the full definition of the other”,79  is embodied in art due to 

its expression of the key dynamic of existence – spatiality. Spatiality is Hofmann’s 

‘push and pull’ with an extra (human-subject/object) reciprocating twist. Crowther 

terms a pictorial-based spatiality that is invested with ontological reciprocity 

“phenomenal depth”.80 

The phenomenal depth of an image adds three additional aspects to the spatiality of 

the art works’ visual dimension and its ontological implications. Firstly, visual art 

works may, potentially, reveal their own “causal history”, and so “… exemplify the 

dependence of present states of affairs and perceptual givens upon their past states, 

by preserving those states in the work’s immediate phenomenal presence.”81 In 

other words, some visual artworks may reveal their own historical becomingness if 

they do not opaquely cover up over visual traces of their making.  

 
78 Crowther, Phenomenology of the Visual Arts: Even the Frame, 1. 
79 ibid, 26. 
80 ibid 
81 ibid 
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I suggest that this aspect of phenomenal depth is perceivable in many of the 

paintings I created throughout the project, particularly in the latter stages. For 

example, in fig #5 below, I am able to ask; which part of the painting is its ‘causal 

history’ and which other parts are ‘finished’? Indeed, in looking at this painting, I find 

that distinguishing ‘trace’ and ‘finish’ are, in a sense, a significant part of the 

painting’s content, as my experience is looking necessarily must navigate the 

trace/finish question to then decipher, or just enjoy, the work’s affect on myself.  

 

Figure 5 - Andrew Keall, Warehouse #7, oil on canvas, 100 x 80 cm, 2020 
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Secondly, the phenomenal depth of an artwork offers, in contrast to the linearity of 

listening to music or reading, a freedom to perceive the relationality of the parts to a 

whole, or vice-versa, in any order.82 This last aspect corresponds with an embodied 

subject’s perceptual experience in the world wherein I/you are not induced to 

apprehend our surroundings over time in a determined fashion. 

The detail image (fig. 6 below) of Warehouse #7 may be perceived as expressing such 

nonlinearity of time through ambiguous weavings of spatial dimensions. In my 

deciphering of what is where, and how that may then affect other parts or the 

whole, I feel as if I make phenomenal depth active, real even, the painting as a 

creation that is made and remade in the looking. 

 

Figure 6 - Andrew Keall, detail of Fig.5, Warehouse #7, oil on canvas, 100 x 80 cm, 2020 

 
82 ibid 
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Thirdly, for Crowther, the unique practitioner may develop an original style that 

works to,  

… visually disclose attitudes towards aspects of the world…and 

which engages with some of the deepest aspects of human 

experience.83 

Style, therefore, “…embodies a way of acting upon the world that changes the 

character of the subject matter being addressed.”84 

The implications of this are: 

To attend to style on these terms is to investigate the way in which it 

brings about fundamental changes between subject and object of 

experience at the level of visual things.85 

This last aspect of Crowther’s concept of phenomenal depth feels more slippery and 

harder to pin down. For instance, can painting in a different manner in every 

painting made be conceivable as a ‘style’? Or, to attain a style does the practitioner 

have to paint in a recognisably similar way each time? And if so, when might a style 

become less about fundamental changes between subject and object and more 

about a straight jacket for creative expression that contrarily solidifies the subject as 

separated from the object? 

In summary of the above, in-picture spatiality is dynamically correspondent to real 

world subject/object ontological reciprocity. In Crowther’s view this factor 

establishes the intrinsic significance of a pictorial space. Pictorial style (may) reveal 

the subject’s quality of investment in a reciprocal being and making that affects both 

painting and painter as part of the full definition of the other. Pictorial phenomenal 

depth, in addition to encompassing the conditions of spatiality and the two-way 

effects of style, additionally evokes both past and present through visual/physical 

 
83 ibid 
84 ibid, 2. 
85 ibid 
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trace, and this tracing has an equivalence to imagination’s capacity to transcend time 

and space. 

Crowther identifies the double potentiality of a single passage of paint (in a painting) 

as offering ontological recontextualisation, dependent on the viewpoint projected by 

a viewer. Crowther terms this double potentiality ‘two-fold’. Thus, paint can be, 

“…twofold in the sense of having a material base and referential content. This simple 

structure exemplifies some complex phenomenological factors”,86  

 

 

Figure 7 - Andrew Keall, detail of Fig.55, Warehouse #2, oil on canvas, 100 x 80 cm, 2020 

To possibly demonstrate Crowther’s ideas regarding two-foldness, I suggest that the 

detail of Warehouse #7 ( fig. 7) can be viewed as having both ‘referential content’ 

(evocative of objects on a table) and as asserting a ‘material base’ (the material 

qualities of paint). In Crowther’s framing, this two-foldness corresponds to, “The 

 
86 ibid, 26. 
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most general structure of the human condition itself – namely consciousness’s 

correlation with, and emergence from, a physical body.”87 

The imaginative aspect of human consciousness, Crowther believes, expands this 

material (actual) to virtual (referential) potentiality, through its facility to project an 

‘elsewhere’ (and these may exist in the past, present, or future). The heightened 

significance for human culture, therefore, of making pictures/paintings, is its 

demonstrative capacity to enact this dimensionally complex leap from the 

visual/physical to an imaginative/virtual. Crowther believes that by making 

pictures/paintings, “… cognitively significant states (the work’s representational 

content) can be engendered from, and sustained by, material bodies.”88 And this 

capacity,  

… shows how alternative virtual places and times can be projected 

within, and thence coexistent with, immediate ‘real’ physical 

coordinates.89 

A picture therefore offers, in Crowther’s understanding, an ontological model for 

human consciousness, encompassing material, sensorial, and imaginative domains. 

The greater significance for this project of this modelling is the correspondence 

between pictorial-based ontological conditions with the ontological condition and 

capacities of a human. 

1.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

In summary, by applying the Daoist idea of mutually arising, and phenomenal 

understandings of subject-object field relations, I define a conceptualisation of 

subject-object dynamics and apply this to the in-between methodological painting 

practice explored by this project. In examining Paul Crowther’s ideas regarding the 

two-fold potential of paint within pictorial space and how these are analogous to a 

human subject’s phenomenal experiences, I assert that the operations of in-

 
87 ibid, 27. 

88 ibid 
89 ibid 
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betweenness in-practice necessarily leave their mark (in literal and figurative terms) 

on the painter and the painting. In the following chapter, I explore the application of 

Daoist and phenomenological ideas to an in-between methodology of painting 

practice. 
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY IN ACTION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

In Chapter One I established conceptual premises for the painter’s and the painting's 

interrelation based upon Daoist and phenomenological understandings of situative 

and embodied conditions. I also examined the conditions for emergent in-between 

constitutions, as based upon the capacity of consciousness to encompass identities 

of both subject and object, thus enabling awareness to move in-between the 

subject-object field of relations.  

In this chapter, I shift from Chapter One’s conceptual contextualisation to examine 

in-betweenness as an experiential event. I seek to pragmatically understand how I 

may experience in-betweenness when painting, and how I may methodologically 

sustain such over durations.  

2.2 SYNCHRONOUS CALL AND RESPONSE 

At the outset of this enquiry, as I examined different conceptual frameworks to gain 

insight into the particular feeling of in-betweenness I experienced when painting, I 

began to apply chance-based methods for divination laid out in the ancient Chinese 

book the I Ching,90 or The Book of Changes. To briefly describe this book: the I Ching 

posits 64 different hexagram arrangements indicating the qualities revealed through 

the relationship of yin and yang. Accompanying each hexagram is a written 

commentary that responds to the question asked by describing conditions and 

offering advice regarding conduct within prevailing circumstances. A 'user' casts two 

coins (traditionally yarrow sticks) six times while having a specific question in mind. 

The combinatory result of this reveals which hexagram should be consulted for an 

answer, or insight, into the question posed. The connective moment, inclusive of the 

 
90 Also titled I-Ching or Yijing. Modern scholarship points towards the textual origins of this work 
occurring throughout the 10th – 4th BCE. See 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2019/entries/chinese-change for a comprehensive 
introduction to the origins, uses, and philosophical implications of this text. Accessed April 4, 
2020.  

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2019/entries/chinese-change
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mental state of the questioner, the coin toss, immediate surroundings, and cosmic 

circumstances, are deeply interrelated by their synchronous and spatial 

manifestation. Thus, the hexagrams, 

…become symbols of the constant movements in the universe and the 

constant changes in one's life. More importantly, they point to the 

intricate networks of factors or forces—from near to far away, from 

simple to complicated, from visible to invisible—that shape 

movements and changes.91
 

In deciding to ask the I-Ching questions regarding in-betweenness, I understood that 

both the I-Ching and my in-the-moment experience when painting were predicated 

on the significance of a synchronous interconnection of parts as creating conditions 

for relational emergence and novelty. In questioning the I-Ching, I was, in a sense, 

extending the synchronous ontological conditions that underpinned the in-between 

methodology, to an outside-of-practice method of inquiry.  

I proceeded to ask the I-Ching two questions: my first question was: What is in-

betweenness? 

The hexagram Chung Fu (Inner Truth) commented:  

Heart free of prejudices, open to truth. Gentleness above and 

abeyance below creates the basis of mutual confidence that makes 

achievements possible. The place of honour makes truth powerful.92  

In response to my question Chung Fu identifies prejudice as an antithesis to an 

openness in which truth may be experienced/known. This openness is made possible 

through a combination of a subject's gentleness, which I understand in the context 

of my relational and process-based methodological approach as an unforced 

receptivity to unfolding events, and abeyance, that I take as responsiveness that 

does not pause to doubt why, nor seeks to control. Mutual confidence, I take as the 

 
91 Hon, “Chinese Philosophy of Change (Yijing).” The Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy (Summer 2019 Edition), Accessed July 24,2020. 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2019/entries/chinese-change/> 
92 This quote is an abbreviation noted from Richard Wilhelm's translation of the I Ching. 

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2019/entries/chinese-change/%3E
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belief that there will be a reciprocation of receptivity and responsivity that unifies, 

and through these unforced reciprocal conditions, achievements are attained. What 

then is the achievement? In the context of this project's relational and process-based 

painting practice, the enabling power of in-betweenness is attaining a truth-feeling 

that expansively opens a subject to connect with another. Prejudice, in this context, I 

understand as a subject's ulterior motives or preconceived ideas that counteract 

openness and so effectively delimit what the subject may become in relation with. 

My second question was: How can in-betweenness work within my project? 

The hexagram Kou (Coming to Meet) commented: 

 It is necessary for elements predestined and mutually dependent to 

come to meet one another half-way. But coming together must be 

free of dishonest ulterior motives; otherwise, harm will result. 

Encountering.93 

Kou responded to my question by indicating that in-betweenness can work if there is 

an encounter situated half-way in which mutually dependent elements can be 

together as if predestined. My ‘soft’94 reading of the term predestination suggests 

that these essential parts are in accord, ‘abeyance’, with a more significant pattern, 

inclusive of chance, affecting my studio-based conditions. However, in this mutual 

dependent encounter, harm will result if dishonest ulterior motives are present. 

Thus, Kou suggests in-betweenness works within my project through a sincerely felt 

mutuality ‘meeting half-way’, and intuitively responsive ‘as if predestined’ 

encountering. Halfway I take indicating neither element values one above the other, 

and hence, by working within respectful equality of togetherness, they can together 

attain a state of mutual dependence. 

Conceptually applying ‘encountering halfway’ to my conception of the subject-object 

field conditions of painting practice, suggests a time-space in-between within which I 

and the painting may become together. However, suppose I bring to the in-between, 

 
93 ibid 
94 By contrast, I describe a ‘hard’ reading of the term ‘predestination’, as indicating that neither 
chance, freewill, nor conscious choices have any effect whatsoever, on what will happen. 
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halfway meeting ulterior motives? In that case, the whole painting enterprise – the 

being in-between of practice - will be harmed and fail. What could these ulterior 

motives be? I would suggest that the primary dishonest motive would be my seeking 

to control proceedings by predetermining outcomes, as doing so would assert my 

subject-status as both fixed and more authoritative within the relationship. A 

secondary dishonest motive might be my thinking ahead during practice to the 

finished painting’s reception by other people, thus not being attentive to the 

painter-painting pair relationship in the present moment. 

The hexagrams Chung Fu and Kou both stress the significance of things as equals. 

The ethical apprehension of relational conditions asserted by Chung Fu and Kou 

underpins the halfway/in-between conditions that enable the interconnectivity of 

subjects and objects. In the context of defining my painting-based methodology, the 

answers offered by the I Ching offer value in the way they identify the significance of 

relational ethics as enabling the quality of interrelations that potentiate in-between 

conditions. 

If the I Ching’s commentaries had not been so apt, I might well have moved on from 

the above synchronous method and moment of inquiry. But, as they were so fitting, 

and also correlative to my methodology of practice, that is an operation of 

synchronous relational connection, I take the conceptual and practical offerings of 

the I Ching as informative. The idea of synchronous relationships resonated with my 

immersive experiences within the process of making a painting. Relational 

synchronicity made sense of the workings of intuition, spontaneity, and imagination 

as, firstly, dependent on the quality of my awareness in relation with the respective 

painting, and, secondly, conceptualising structuring conditions that were generative 

of new relational constitutions. Inspired by the concept of synchronous 

relationships, I examined Daoist texts to elicit deeper insights into the processes and 

conditions that may enable synchronous interconnectivity. 

2.3 THE PRINCIPLE OF WU-WEI 

The I-Ching identifies the in-between as a halfway meeting of parts and considers 

the quality of a human subject's relational ethics to be vital if they meet the other on 
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equal terms. With myself as one part, the question is, how do I behave when I meet 

the other part - the painting - halfway? In this section, I explore a principle of 

conduct applicable to this interrelational moment of in-betweenness. 

The Daoist principle of 'wu-wei,' translatable as 'effortless action,'95 identifies the 

unimpeded processorial flow of relational interconnection. As Professor of 

Philosophy Phillip Ivanhoe states: 

Nature is the ultimate paradigm for wu-wei behaviour. Rivers flow, 

winds blow, and the seasons revolve spontaneously and without 

ulterior motives. All of this shows that wu-wei is not so much a quality 

of persons but of actions.96 

For Daoists, the spontaneous accordance of parts in nature offers an example of 

human conduct. By contrast, applying conceptual/rational thinking as the primary 

director of a subject's actions is a dubious basis for ensuing behaviour. This suspicion 

of language-based distinctions is made explicit by Lao Tzu as declared in the first two 

lines of the first verse of the Dao De Jing: "The way that can be spoken of is not the 

constant way / The name that can be named is not the constant name."97 

Professor of Religious Studies and Philosophy Katrin Froese states: 

By pointing to the limits of language with respect to the Dao, Laozi 

and Zhuangzi open a space in philosophy for non-linguistic forms of 

knowing which have often been impugned by Western thinkers….98 

In discussing how the intellectual model of Western thinking can be reconsidered 

from an Eastern tradition of philosophy, artist, academic, and writer, Simon Morley 

states: 

 
95 Chad Hanson's etymological analysis suggests that wu-wei, in total, is: "no purposive action 
and yet do act." See Hanson, The Chinese Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 784. 
96 Ivanhoe, “The Paradox of Wuwei,” 284. 
97 Tzu, Tao Te Ching, 5, Verse 1. 
98 Froese, 15. 
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Perhaps the most important characteristic of radical modern and 

contemporary thought is a willingness to forestall the interpretative 

impulse and to reflect on boundary situations and the openness of 

non-intellectual modes of consciousness.99 

The nonintellectual advantages of embodied and situated experience underpins the 

Daoist concept of wu-wei. In the context of developing a methodology for painting 

practice that works within the boundary situation of the in-between, and building 

upon the I Ching’s assertion of relational equality as the primary condition for 

ensuing meetings of parts in the middle, wu-wei offers a  principle of nonrational, in-

relation conduct by drawing upon metaphors of natural processes. 

The optimal practice-based conditions in which I meet with a painting in the middle 

(i.e. being in-between), are predicated on qualities of interrelational receptivity and 

responsivity. These qualities create the conditions for interconnective ‘flows’ that 

make the in-between moment relationally substantial and productive. 

To be clear, wu-wei is not a quality I have or get but a way of acting. The possible 

problem I identify in my applying wu-wei within practice is my prior knowledge of its 

conceptual premise. Or, in other words, I form an expectation of what practice will 

be, rather than be present to what is happening. .Emeritus Professor in Chinese 

Philosophy, Chad Hansen, states that the practice of wu-wei allows human subjects, 

 … to escape the constraints…of our desires, distinctions, and names. 

We are to avoid acting towards something on the basis of the name 

we give it or the conventional category to which we assign it. 

Implicitly, natural actions are acceptable.100 

How, then, am I to proceed if I already know the object as a painting?  How do I not-

know it as such? The answers provided by the I Ching emphasised that relational 

equality allows one part to meet another halfway. Hanson's understanding expands 

 
99 Morley, “The Brain is Wider Than the Sky”, 2018, 12. 
100 ibid 
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the ethical conditions I understood as posited by the I Ching, to encompass 

conceptual, linguistic-based abstractions. 

A way around this problem of knowing and simultaneously not-knowing may be to 

perceive these actions of mind as themselves a mutually arising pair. As Zhuangzi 

offered as a meta-commentary in the Butterfly Dreaming story, the ideal of a human 

subject floating and flowing unencumbered by language and convention is a fantasy 

version of human actuality. In the context of describing a human subject practicing 

wu-wei, Steve Coutinho comments: 

It is not that we cease to plan, think and control, and attempt to leave 

no footprints whatsoever. The only way we could do that would be to 

disentangle ourselves from the natural world altogether, and to do 

that we would have to cease to exist. Rather, we optimally minimize 

our intention to control according to artificially in-calculated desires, 

and instead seek to fulfil our wants and needs with the least 

interference possible. In this way, we watch how nature flourishes and 

find a symbiotic place in its pattern, enabling both it and us to flourish 

to our natural potential.101 

Coutinho affirms that a human subject has physical, intellectual, and emotional 

capacities and requirements therein. Within these conditions, Coutinho asserts the 

potential for self-awareness that informs a perspective recognising (and so possibly 

avoiding) the entanglements caused by artificially calculated desires. 

By examining the principle of wu-wei I have identified a method of relational 

conduct that optimises an interconnective flowing between parts. I now understand 

that if I apply wu-wei pin practice I need not deny my capacity to conceptualise 

events. This understanding is predicated on the mutuality of conceptual thinking and 

non-rational actions. 

 
101 Coutinho, 74. 
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2.4 THE PRINCIPLE OF SERENDIPITY 

The above section establishes that the practice of wu-wei i(in general life or in the 

studio) is an in-the-moment balancing of dualities. The practice of wu-wei integrates 

two aspects as one whilst still clearly perceiving qualitative distinctions. Zhuangzhi 

suggested that it is the clarity of mind, its capacity to illuminate circumstances, that 

enables a subject to flow with events. In this section I seek to understand more 

concisely the aspects informing a clarity of mind as the subject actively participates.  

Professor of Neurology and Zen practitioner, James Austin, describes four qualities of 

mind that enhance the possibility for serendipitous experiences: 

● observation with a readied sense of receptivity 

● active discernment of sensed phenomena 

● intuitive grasp of conceptual associations 

● a quickened sense of uniqueness and significance.102 

 

In the context of developing the project’s in-between methodology of painting 

practice, the four qualities of awareness Austin identifies insightfully describe the 

active qualities of mindful awareness required to optimally attune with, adapt to, 

and respond within changing relational circumstances. In the flow of practice I would 

add, how one receives impacts upon the conditions that shape response. In turn, 

how one responds affects the conditions one is then receptive to. Under the 

chiasmic conditions discussed previously, I also suggest that a consciousness of two-

way perspectives (in which self and painting are equally perceptible as subject or 

object) increases the layering of interrelational complexity involved. 

At this point, I summaries that the painting-based methodological conditions 

required to instantiate in-betweenness in practice need to be ethically grounded in 

an equality of relations, conducted through wu-wei principles, and further qualified 

by embracing qualities of mindful awareness associated with enabling serendipity. 

 
102 Austin, Chance and Creativity: The Lucky Art of Novelty, 72. 
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These collective understandings possibly offer a practical platform to 

methodologically embark on manifesting in-betweenness in practice. 

In the section below I further consider how the methodological application of the 

terms outlined above may be applied during practice.  

2.5 FLOWS AND TENSIONS  

Painting (and typical to most creative practices) involves two seemingly distinct 

modes: doing and observing. Observing often requires a physical or mental standing 

back and evaluation of the work in progress; doing is characterised by active contact 

with the work. 

In the context provided by Coutinho's above observation about a subject's practice 

of wu-wei – “watch how nature flourishes and find a symbiotic place in its pattern, 

enabling both it and us to flourish”103 - I would suggest that in the methodological 

conditions of practice as being in-between, watching and finding are optimally 

effective when they are not distinct modes of action. A way of describing this is to 

say that if these modes are separate, then the potential gestalt of practice is not 

entirely brought to life. To enable these modes to work together requires them to 

become manifest in-practice as a mutual arising pair. 

Regarding the terms watch and find, I wish to now slightly shift this terminology and 

so reappraise the intent of these terms and their implications. In the context of this 

project's undetermined practice, find, or finding, is more usefully termed ‘doing’. As, 

in the ‘doing of’, the becomingness of the painting is so found. ‘Watch’, I suggest, is 

better termed ‘observe’, as I feel this word encapsulates the quality of consciousness 

that enables an awareness of two-way perspectives within the subject-object field.  

Considered as a mutual arising pair, observing and doing are two aspects as one and 

one as two. Thus, observing is not passively looking, it is observing-doing; doing is 

not blind, it is doing-observing. In practicing wu-wei, shifts in emphasis within the 

spectrum of observing-doing change are sensitive to the circumstances of the 

 
103 ibid, 74. 
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immediate moment. These two modes, observing and doing),are distinct, yet as a 

mutually arising pair they continually overlap and encroach on the other. 

Painter Henri Matisse (1869 – 1954) conveys the balance required to enact the 

mutuality of observing and doing in-practice: “To give yourself completely to what 

you’re doing while simultaneously watching yourself do it - that's the hardest of all 

for those who work by instinct.”104 Matisse identifies, I suggest, an instance of 

mutually arising pairs – watching and doing – that by ‘instinct’ is mutualised, as hard 

as this is when painting. Matisse's identification of instinct (an idea returned to in 

Chapter Three) as the optimising condition required for watching and doing to be 

performed simultaneously (as two-as-one), resonates with the principle of wu-wei as 

a method of unifying dualities. Both instinct and wu-wei indicate a flow-state closely 

attuning a subject to their changing circumstances. 

In the 1960s, psychologist Mihaly Czikszentmihalyi developed a theory of creative 

flow by investigating participants' experiences during creative tasks. He nominated a 

series of formal conditions enabling creative flow: concentration, clarity of aims, 

sense of time altered, experiential reward, ease of work, skills to meet challenges, 

loss of self-consciousness, and a sense of control.105 Assuming that 'control' implies a 

harmonious flowing-with as if part-of, rather than control as subject-object 

determination (in my understanding, the antithesis of mutualised flow states), 

Czikszentmihalyi identifies conditions for experiential absorptions in creative practice 

that, in Matisse's terminology, could be qualified as working by instinct, or, in the 

Coutinho's understanding of wu-wei, finding a “symbiotic place in its [nature’s] 

pattern.”106 

Czikszentmihalyi's creative flow is helpful as a broad set of conditions informing the 

principle of creativity. Still, such neatness of categorisation misses the gritty, 

tensional experience of not only sustaining such creative flow within one durational 

 
104 Spurling, Matisse the Master: A Life of Henri Matisse: Volume II, 1909 – 1954, 149. 
105 Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi, Optimal Experience: Psychological Studies of Flow in 
Consciousness, 29-35. 
106 Coutinho, 74. 
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period, but the work (Matisse's “hardest thing of all”) required to do so over days 

and months. 

 

2.6 IN-PRACTICE INTERPLAYS 

Below, I provide a personal narrative to convey the studio-based working conditions, 

and my experiences therein, of my in-between methodology for relational, process-

based painting practice. 

I work with a painting on a wall or easel, and an observation spot some metres away. 

At the initial stage of a day's work, this spatial separation, in a sense, models the 

phenomenological conditions of myself as the painter-subject and painting-object as 

distinctly separate. In this model, ‘we' are unengaged, and the air that fills the 

distance in-between us feels metaphorically 'thin’ (see fig. 8). 

 

Figure 8 - Andrew Keall, early state of Fig 10, Cabinet #2, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 

The early developmental stages of the paintings are not only about making marks on 

the canvas; they also offer an initial substantiality that gestates felt qualities of 

concentrated connection between myself and the painting.  
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Figure 9 - Andrew Keall, mid-state of Fig 10, Cabinet #2, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 

As a studio session progresses, the process of mark accrual, by slow degrees, coheres 

a sense of being part of something (fig.9) – a feeling that ‘we’ are on a journey to 

somewhere. This progress also ‘thickens’ the time-space cohering myself and the 

painting, a feeling independent of any physical separation. 

This thickened coherence enables conditions in which I experience identities of 

painter-painting, and modes of observing-doing, as mutually arising pairs - that is, 

my awareness of any separation of parts drops away. At this stage, when I am 

standing back from the canvas, looking, I am not only observing, but doing. I am 

doing by sensing that I am within the painting, negotiating and navigating the in-

painting conditions and feeling forward into an unknown to realise a latent 

potentiality within. In a sense, I become the painting, such is my identification within 

it. As I feel the painting from the inside, my awareness becomes embedded within its 

phenomenal depths. 
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Figure 10 - Andrew Keall, Cabinet #2, final state, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 

When up close and while painting, I am not only doing but I have the sense that back 

over my shoulder a witness is watching, pondering, maybe suggesting "a bit more 

brush pressure here..." Sometimes, such dialogic operations are conducted as a 

silent thought process; at other times, as a tacitly experienced sensation. The 

observing presence is both myself as the primary viewer, and an ‘every-person’, 

seeking a clarity of connection to make substantial the experience of being in 

relation with the painting. 

As I sense the painting is nearing resolution, this two-way coherence is often upset 

by my desire to locate and arrive at a destination. If this shifts practice into a 

determinate methodology, then my previous sense that the painting and myself 

were  cohered dissipates, and I find myself resituated as subject apart from the 

painting object. Maintaining a conscious intent that stays open to unexpected events 

and outcomes is essential in avoiding this tightening of focus. This requires being 

rigorously prepared to over-painting/wiping off passages that my subjective self 

becomes attached to (as a destination arrived at) and so desires to leave alone. At 

this late stage, the wholeness of the painting is paramount, and parts must ‘join in.’ 
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The moment of letting go of the in-practice painter-painting coexistence is also the 

moment in which I sense that all parts of the painting are vitally and crucially part of 

a whole. The painting, at this point, has integrated and made sense of interplays of 

subject-object dynamics, as a form of trace in regards to the qualities expresses 

during the in-practice engagement of the painter-painting pair, and also of the 

interplay of distinct parts and wholes within pictorial space. 

At this point my role switches from practitioner to viewer. In the viewing, if the 

painting is ‘successful’, my absorption within the in-painting interplays shifts my 

apart-from sense of self into a phenomenally immersive relationship with the 

painting. This potentially enacts the mutual arising of myself as viewer-subject with 

the painting-object. I consider the painting even more successful if this immersive 

experience happens differently at different times, and extremely successful if the 

vitality of change within this relationship is inexhaustible over months or years. 

The reciprocating interconnectivity of the painter-painting pair offers a way to 

understand how the painting may assert subject-like directives that the painter as 

object is receiving. Practice, in these terms, could be just as easily understood as the 

painting observing and acting on the painter; the painter as the painted. My 

experience of such identity instabilities, a continuum of being in-relation-with, is the 

work of my practice as I have attempted to establish within this chapter. On some 

days my ‘as if’ sense of being an integrated entity with the painting occurs easily as 

the session proceeds and is maintained, or retained, without struggle. However, on 

other days my connection with the painting feels tenuous and more inclined toward 

a subject-object fixity wherein painter-painting identities remain stubbornly apart. 

On such days the concentration required to instantiate a quality of heightened 

connection with the painting, to be and stay in a state of openness and opening-out-

to, is that much more intense, or even futile. And on such days I must accept that 

such difficulties are in themselves part of the ebb and flow of things in relation, and 

understand that possibly today’s work is laying the ground for another day wherein 

‘parts’ may more easily become ‘wholes’. 
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CHAPTER THREE: MAKING PAINTINGS, BEING MADE 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, I critically examine the paintings that have led this research. Drawing 

on my analysis of specific paintings, I reflect on in-betweenness as a methodology of 

painting practice, and evaluate the outcomes of the methodological approach 

explored throughout this project. This project's creative production comprised ten 

series of paintings and employed both figurative and abstract modalities. 

In reflection, I understand the paintings employing the figurative modality as 

addressing the conditions of their making (e.g. in fig.11 below) - a painter and a 

painting making up a picture without knowing what the outcome may be. In other 

words, the narrative content of the figurative works explores upon the act of 

‘painting’ as a conceptual event that is simultaneously expressed by the actuality of 

indeterminate painting practice making up the compositional and narrative dynamics 

therein.  

 

Figure 11 - Andrew Keall, Donkey Days #9, oil on board, 32 x 18 cm, 2020 

By reflexively addressing the conditions of their making in the making of, these 

figurative works potentially offer a meta-conceptualised position to consider in-

between methodological conditions of indeterminate practice. 
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Both the figurative and abstract paintings were improvised during the process of 

painting, with the caveat that in some series I employed a propositional idea as a 

beginning point. Other series were entirely undetermined from start to end. This 

largely indeterminate approach enabled a bringing-into-being something previously 

unknown, and, in a sense, unknowable by any other means. 

 

Figure 12 - Andrew Keall, progress states of Figure 42, InteExterior #2, oil on canvas, 40 x 28 cm, 2019 

Such an indeterminate approach required a situative and embodied awareness of in-

practice circumstances and conduct that, in turn, required a heightened quality of 

concentration – receptively open and responsively readied. The figurative paintings 

necessarily had periods of activity wherein I knew I was painting a leg, for example, 

and this knowledge shifted the quality of my in-practice intent by degrees. However, 

knowing that any known part was itself propositional (e.g., in fig.13 below, the adult 

figure's right leg in the first frame became a supportive child figure in the painting’s 

final state), and that the overall composition was always unfixed, sustained an in-
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the-midst-of sense of both the painting’s, and therefore, I suggest, my own, 

potentiality. 

 

Figure 13 - Andrew Keall, progress states of Almost Alone #2, oil on board, 28 x 18 cm, 2017 

Rather than introduce the series chronologically, I will begin by mainly examining the 

figurative works. This will allow me to apply what I perceive as their meta-

conceptualisation of a methodology of in-betweenness, and apply my 

understandings to both figurative and abstract works. 

3.2 HEADS UP: GROUNDINGS IN PAINT 

The human figure in fig. 14 below, literally reshapes a two-dimensional painting 

surface by applying their physicality to make a three-dimensional, mountain-like, 

assertion both in paint and in actuality. Though the figure’s attempt is possibly clever 

(expanding the field of painting perhaps?), the results are patently, and pinkly, 

absurd in contrast to the ‘real’ mountains behind. The self-reflexivity about painting, 

within this painting, is explicit. What this reveals, however, in the context of this 
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project’s enquiry needs careful unpicking. To do so, I will introduce a painting from 

an abstract series. 

 

 

Figure 14 - Andrew Keall, Lone Figure #9, oil on board, 30 x 22cm, 2018 

 

Figure 15 - Andrew Keall, Sliders #3, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2019 
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Figure 16 - Andrew Keall, detail of Fig.15, Sliders #3, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2019 

In fig.15 above, and specified by the enlarged detail in fig. 16, a painted passage 

works in two ways: as actual paint, i.e., the blobs, smears, and dribbles as conveying 

paint as material substance; and illusionistically, by optically informing in-

front/adjacent/behind dynamics.  

This either/or choice offers the viewer distinct options as to which way any 

respective area is understood. This double work is the paint-based twofoldness I 

identified in Chapter One, when discussing Paul Crowther’s phenomenally-based 

ideas of twofoldness and pictorial depth. To requote:  

… twofold in the sense of having a material base and referential 

content. This simple structure exemplifies some complex 

phenomenological factors [that is] the most general structure of the 
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human condition itself – namely consciousness's correlation with, and 

emergence from, a physical body.107  

With this concept at hand, I return to fig. 14’s pink mountain. Here, as the artist-like 

figure pushes its head up into the canvas, I perceive a situated, embodied (and 

absurdly head-led) demonstration of consciousness’s capacity to create imaginary, 

virtual worlds. Twofoldness is made present by the painting (inside the actual 

painting) being just a red, material surface, but also, offering an indexical illusion of a 

mountain (within the overall surface). The posing, as I suggest this painting does, of 

the dual simultaneity of the ontological states actual and virtual, is conditional on 

whether the viewer believes, or better suspends disbelief, in regards to the virtual 

context in which the potential for twofoldness is propositioned.  

 

Figure 17  - details of Figures 14 & 15 

I more directly apprehend the activity of twofoldness in the detail of figure 15 on the 

right above (fig.17). As I look at this painting, I wonder: Is the white/yellow squarish 

passage adjacent to a diagonal red strip a smear from a brush loaded with two 

colours? Or is it a flag-like thing atop a red marker, that by establishing itself in front 

of, adjacent to, and behind, evokes a planar push and pull that illusionistically 

substantiates pictorial depth? 

Both the figurative and abstract paintings above, evoke pictorial depth and two-fold 

conditions through different visual modalities. As I look at each painting, the quality 

 
107 Crowther, Phenomenology of the Visual Arts: Even the Frame, 26, 27. 
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of my response to the distinct modalities’ expression of two-fold conditions is 

correspondingly different; and with differing implications. In the abstract painting 

Sliders #3 (fig. 15), as I recognise and experience the twofoldness of paint as actual 

or virtual, my understanding shifts depending on which perception directs my 

apprehension. Due to the capacity of my awareness to identify this way or that, I feel 

an aliveness in my viewing, as I recreate, in a sense, the painting as I shift my 

perspective. In the figurative example I am aware of a double conceptualisation of 

twofoldness: first, in the figurative/virtual context of the mountain’s two-fold status; 

and second, in the reflexive presentation of an artist-figure trying to assert two-fold 

conditions in paint. In the context of viewing, I must first accept the terms imposed 

by the virtual context in which the painting’s propositions are made. My viewing is 

therefore conducted from a single, virtual-based perspective offering dual 

interpretive possibilities. 

I conclude that in combination the above two paintings reveal the significance for 

the project’s investigation of the dual operation of the materially actual and the 

representational virtual in potentially activating experiences of in-betweenness in-

practice. 

3.3 DONKEY DAYS 

 

Figure 18 - Andrew Keall, Donkey Days #3, oil on board, 32 x 18 cm, 2020 
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In Donkey Days #3 (fig.18) a painter-like figure is hunching over a geometrically 

composed painting. This hunched posture may be the painter simultaneously looking 

at and/or showing the painting; or, is the painting extruding itself from the painter’s 

midsection - a part of the painter becoming apart from? The donkey-like animal 

seems to be instructing, or at least commenting on, a passage within the painting. 

The scene is set upon a gently sloping hillside and at a liminal time of evening or 

morning. As I consider this painting  an illusionistic and symbol-based interpretation 

is called forth by the insistence of the representative modality, even though there 

are many passages of paint within this painting that in their obvious brushiness and 

unblended quality instantiate the activity of actual-virtual, two-fold conditions. 

I interpret the donkey and the painter as symbolic of a psychic/physical congregation 

that by working together enables creative flows within practice to be instinctual (as 

per the donkey) or intuitive (as per the human). These two terms ‘instinct’ and 

‘intuition’ are cousins, brought close together within the figurative paintings when 

animals appear as proxies, assistants or witnesses to the painter’s efforts. I make the 

distinction here that instinct is commonly understood as a genetically coded reflex, 

whereas intuition unites aspects of memory and sensation to optimally enable an in-

the-moment response. (Navigating clear [and less than clear] distinctions of 

instinctive and intuitive behavior is beyond the scope of this paper -  I proceed here 

by basing my discussion of the interplay of intuition and instinct on my 

interpretation of respective painting’s content). 

In taking the donkey as symbolising an instinctual consciousness, I suggest that an 

ontological ‘real’ is present, that is, if instinct = nature = real. In this reading the 

painter symbolises an intuitive consciousness, that is, intuition = actuality (self-

awareness) + virtuality (memory and representation). Pursuing this line of reasoning 

further; united, the donkey and human potentially bridge the entire real-actual-

virtual spectrum of ontological conditions. Thus, I propose that to successfully be in-

between when practicing, is to bring together animal and human aspects as a unified 

pair. Following this argument that much further, I suggest that this unity of parts 

expands the possible parametres of my beingness, an expansion that directly affects 

how and what I paint. 
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Having symbolically interpreted in Donkey Days #3 the workings of the real-actual-

virtual spectrum of ontological conditions, the presence of this spectrum becomes 

more obvious in other paintings across the figurative-based series (see Donkey Days 

#2 (fig.19) and Donkey Days #8 (fig. 20) below. Through a variety of scenarios these 

paintings symbolically suggest the complex interplay of parts and varieties of 

consciousness that potentially make-up a creative practice based upon spontaneity 

and intuition.  

 

Figure 19 - Andrew Keall, Donkey Days #2, oil on board, 32 x 18 cm, 2020 

 

Figure 20 - Andrew Keall, Donkey Days #8, oil on board, 36 x 26 cm, 2020 
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3.4 MODEL MAKING AND PAINTING: REAL, ACTUAL, VIRTUAL, IN-RELATION 

In this section I further examine the interplay of real-actual-virtual by analysing an 

expansion of my studio-based research. In a developmental series of works 

(examples in fig.’s 21 - 26 below) I utilised actual objects to make models, made 

drawings of the models, and reincorporated the drawings and the models together. 

 

 

(l) Figure 23  - Andrew Keall, mixed media assemblage, 2019 

(r) Figure 24  - Andrew Keall, mixed media assemblage, 201 

 

(l) Figure 25  - Andrew Keall, mixed media assemblage, 2019 

(r) Figure 26  - Andrew Keall, mixed media assemblage, 2019 

I understand the interplay of two and three dimensional modalities in these works as 

posing a new set of conditions to engage the real-actual-virtual spectrum (identified 

in the previous section). In applying these models plus drawings (in varying degrees 

of fidelity) as points of departure for a series of paintings (see fig.s 27, 28, 29 below), 

this expanded set of studio-based conditions and processes became integrated 

within pictorial, two-dimensional space  (again, within a figurative mode). 
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Figure 27 - Andrew Keall, Passage #4, oil on board, 70 x 50 cm, 2019 

 

Figure 28 - Andrew Keall, Passage #1, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 
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Figure 29 - Andrew Keall, Passage #5, oil on board, 70 x 50 cm, 2019 

Within this series of paintings object juxtapositions, identity ambivalence, and 

conflations of interior and exterior spaces inform the general sense of space, and 

object identities within, as unstable. Infiltrations of pictures within the paintings 

recursively complicate such instabilities by repeating within their frames the various 

unstable relationships propositioned without. The unsureness of any single and sure 

ontological ground becomes, in a sense, the ground; a ground of unfixity and not 

definitively knowing. 

However, I observe that as the representational mode applied in the paintings above 

poses such ontologically unfixed grounds within a virtual space, the ontological 

condition of both the painter when painting, and the viewer, are constrained from a 

single perspective – the representational virtual – as was the case in ‘Lone Figure #9’ 

(fig. 14) painting previously discussed. The viewer may only access the instability of 

in-picture, ontological conditions by first, in a sense, agreeing to access their 

experience of looking (and attempting to coherently [or incoherently] navigate the 

imagery) from within virtually established grounds. The potential for the material 

actuality of paint to inform the viewing, or the painting, experience, is reduced by 

the dominance of a virtually asserted ontology. 
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I summaries that the figurative paintings may virtually proposition the interplay of 

the real, actual, and virtual, and so thematically reveal the interplay of ontologies as 

crucial for experiences of being in-between, but they do not activate the potential 

simultaneity of multiple ontological conditions. In the context of the in-between, by 

understanding the limits of the figurative-virtual, I also clarify the potential offered 

by the abstract modality as an unmediated (or less mediated) activation of a more 

encompassing experience (in practice or when viewing) potentially on offer within a 

wider spectrum of ontological possibilities. 

 

3.5 DIGITAL-VIRTUAL MODEL MAKING AND PAINTING IN ACTUALITY 

 

 

(top l) Figure 30 - Andrew Keall, Untitled, inkjet on paper, 29 x 19 cm, 2019 

(top r) Figure 31 - Andrew Keall, Untitled, inkjet on paper, 29 x 19 cm, 2019 

(bot l) Figure 32 - Andrew Keall, Untitled, inkjet on paper, 29 x 19 cm, 2019 

(bot r) Figure 33 - Andrew Keall, Untitled, inkjet on paper, 29 x 19 cm, 2019 

Contingently, due to COVID-19 lockdowns, I remotely re-accessed the model making 

process within the digital medium. My sense of material connection that the 
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previous model making had enabled, was greatly diminished by the computer screen 

as the surface mediating practice, the keyboard/mouse-pad’s control of working 

process, along with the predesignations of the software interface. The resultant 

slick-surfaced, ink-jet printed imagery (figures 30-33 above), further affirmed a sense 

of disembodied separation from the creative process. 

When painting the following series Sliders (see fig.s 34-37 below) I employed the 

above ink-jet prints as things to glance at and quickly look away from. In this sense, 

they were not used as visual references, but rather as suggestive touchstones 

resonant of disembodied virtuality. The usefulness of my apprehension of their 

virtual status was the converse response that I experienced affecting practice . To 

describe this response: the high virtuality I ascribed to the digital prints seemed to 

promote my heightened sense of embodied, situated actuality, and this, in turn, 

brought me into a much closer connection to the materiality of paint during practice.  

 

Figure 34 - Andrew Keall, Sliders #2, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2019 
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Figure 35 - Andrew Keall, Sliders #4, oil on canvas, 56 x 36 cm, 2019 

 

Figure 36 - Andrew Keall, Sliders #1, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2019 
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Figure 37 - Andrew Keall, Sliders #9, oil on canvas, 56 x 36 cm, 2019 

In examining the resultant paintings in the series Sliders, I identify the activity of 

paint as two-fold, both within discrete passages and also as an overall impression of 

the respective paintings: the material actuality of paint - conveyed by the thickly 

gelled paint deposits, the speedy tactility of confluences, and the dribbles, as well as 

the illusionistic virtual - conveyed by the drop shadows, planar recessions, figure-

ground relationships, and bevelled forms. 
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Figure 38 - Andrew Keall, detail of Fig.4. Sliders #4, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2019 

As any illusionistic effects within these paintings were primarily informed by my 

sense of the material actuality of paint, these illusionistic aspects serve, in my view, 

as emphasising, dramatising even, the presence of paint’s material actuality.  

 

Figure 39 - Andrew Keall, detail of Fig.36, Sliders #4, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2019 
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However, as I continue looking, a reciprocal perspective of the illusionistic/virtual as 

the primary condition expressed by the overall paintings, as emphasised by 

moments of paint’s actuality, feels pressingly imminent.I find myself poised, 

tensioned even, within the potential two-way perspectives offered by the two-fold 

conditions within these paintings.  

As the signifying action of representation in these paintings is (arguably) less explicit 

than the previously discussed figurative works, the interpretive impulse, as I view 

them, is less directed, and therefore, less dominant. This balance allows my 

receptive and responsive capacities to reciprocally shift between an affective sense 

of paint's, and a painting's, material actuality, and an interpretative understanding of 

paint as operating through an illusionary mode to indicate pictorially-based 

phenomenal depths. 

I recognised earlier, that my consciousness as a being apart-from was emphasised 

when painting in the representational modality. When painting the more abstracted 

paintings above, I experienced a closer cohesion of the painter-painting relationship 

that I describe as feeling ‘part-of’. I believe this feeling was made possible by the 

reciprocal correspondences of self with paint when painting. To redescribe this: as I 

receptively incorporated the condition of the painting in the making, my awareness 

of self became near fully identified with the painting, inhabiting it even. In this state 

of identification, when I became aware, for example, of a particular part of the 

painting wherein the relationship of light to form did not fully disclose a sensed, 

latent potentiality, as I responded (by applying or removing paint) I was not 

‘painting,’ but embodying the transformations occurring on the canvas. In other 

words, my awareness was not of myself as the painter-subject changing the painting-

object, but of a unified painter-painting interrelational constitution undergoing 

transformation. 

3.6 APART-FROM or PART-OF? 

I pursue the implications of experiencing practice as a synchronous, interrelational 

part-of, by examining paintings and details thereof (fig.s 40, 41, 42 and 43) from the 

series IntExteriors. 
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Within the two paintings below (fig.s 40 and 42), I identify painted passages wherein 

twofoldness is active (see details in fig.s 41 and 43).  

 

Figure 40 - Andrew Keall, IntExterior #1, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2020 

 

Figure 41 - Andrew Keall, detail of Fig.40, IntExterior #1, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2020 

How I understand a painted passage (i.e., a discrete part of the overall painting) as 

materially actual or representationally virtual, affects my apprehension of the whole.  
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Figure 42 - Andrew Keall, IntExterior #2, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2020 

 

Figure 43 - Andrew Keall, detail of Fig.42, IntExterior #2, oil on canvas, 44 x 26 cm, 2020 

As I view these paintings, my awareness has an opportunity to wander amongst 

these two modes of apprehension. In doing so, I remake the relationships of parts to 

wholes and wholes to parts, and this ‘picture-world making’ feels substantial and 

meaningful as I have a hand in the creation of significant relationships affecting all 

others. Significant, also, as when I remake the respective painting’s world, the 
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twofoldness that makes this possible, simultaneously destabilised the previous 

‘world.’ 

In the paintings IntExterior #1 & 2 (fig.s 40 and 42 above), I perceive that the 

potential of paint to be both presenting as a material fact and representing illusionist 

space - to be two aspects at once - offers a key conceptualisation of the project’s 

exploration of in-betweenness. I suggest they assert that the space that divides what 

is materially actual and what is illusionistically virtual is significant. My central 

concern is revealed by the paintings offering a hinge-like potentiality to swing either 

way. Yet, the emergence of twofoldness as theme was unintended and, indeed, I do 

not believe the above paintings could appear as they do now through a preconceived 

strategy 

 Based upon my experiences when making these paintings, I felt that they were 

created through an emergent event wherein the condition of one part is necessarily 

changed by changes in the condition of the other. As a process in time, I often 

experienced such mutuality as a continuum wherein many hours could pass without 

my being aware of it. During such periods I felt as if I and the painting were unified 

and wholly present to the unfolding of new circumstances and transformations 

called forth therein. 

In section 3:3 (when analysing Donkey Days #3, fig.18) I proposed that a state of 

being in-between was predicated on intuitive responsiveness to practice-based 

conditions. I based this framing on my interpretation of the donkey-like creature 

symbolising a series of connected conditions; animal as instinct as nature as real. By 

practicing intuitively, I inferred, my ensuing experiences of being in-between 

expanded my self-aware containment within actual-virtual ontologies to encroach on 

the ‘real’, and I will pursue this idea further in the next section. 

3.7 RECIPROCATING CONNECTIONS 

Throughout the series of paintings I address in this section, I made repeated use of a 

cabinet-like structure as a motif within the paintings (see fig.s 44 - 48 below). The 

indication of the cabinet structure, with a few brushed lines, as a beginning point for 
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each respective painting, cohered an iterative exploration of similar pictorial 

conditions. The painted cabinets offered constructs upon which model-sized, 

theatre-like architectural enclosures were improvised -  within these enclosures 

various scenarios composed of objects precariously in relation were posed. The 

resultant paintings reveal a significant proportion of the architectural structures, and 

objects situated within, as resistant to settling and occupying that space, or this 

identity.  

 

Figure 44 - Andrew Keall, Cabinet #2, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 
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Figure 45 - Andrew Keall, Cabinet #3, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 

 

Figure 46 - Andrew Keall, Cabinet #2, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 

The cabinet structures’ illusionistic position in front of a flat background clearly 

established a figure/ground relationship. The consistent solidity of the figure/ground 
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relationship throughout this series emphasised, by contrast, the precarious, object-

based propositions staged on top of the cabinets. 

 

Figure 47 - Andrew Keall, Cabinet #10, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 

 

Figure 48 - Andrew Keall, Cabinet #9, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 
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Near the end of this project, as I photo-documented my studio surroundings, I 

opened the door of the rarely used storage cupboard (see figure 49 below) to record 

the accumulation of things that make up my studio space. When processing the 

photo, I recognised a near-direct correspondence of this cupboard to its various 

representations within the cabinet series. 

 

(l) Figure 49 - Andrew Keall, Cabinet #5, oil on canvas, 56 x 38 cm, 2019 

(r) Figure 50 - photo of studio detail, 2020 

As this cupboard is placed within a recess of my studio and is rarely accessed, it 

exists as a presence on the periphery of my awareness. I identify by its appearance in 

the paintings an initial indication of the in-between methodology enabling an 

encompassment beyond my aware-of actuality. I say ‘indication’ as I introduced the 

cupboard/cabinet structure at the beginning of each painting, and even though I did 

this intuitively, it did not ‘reveal’ itself in the midst of being in-between. 

3.8 RECIPROCATING CONDITIONS 

To address the connected operations of intuition and emergence as they impact 

upon the methodological practice of in-betweenness, I analyse and evaluate the last 

series of paintings made during this project. This logic of in -betweenness implies 

that any ensuing paintings made through such a methodological approach may be 

understood traces of the interrelational interplays of the painter and the painting as 

a mutual arising pair. 
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(l) Figure 51 - photo of studio detail, 2020 

(r) Figure 52 - Andrew Keall, Warehouse #7, oil on canvas, 80 x 100 cm, 2020 

In the last painting series of the project’s research, I worked without any 

propositional idea or consistent motif. I, and the paintings, were free to go and 

become whatever. As in the previous cabinet series, I identified after completion the 

paintings’ correspondences with my studio-based circumstances. Not so directly as 

per the actual cabinet in my studio, but rather by the rhyming of forms and the 

rhythms of light and shade falling on flats, rounds, and crevasses – the revealing 

aspects of objects present, illumed, and in spatial relation (see Warehouse #7, fig. 52 

above).  

As this correspondence was informed by my studio-based immersion in-practice, I 

suggest that the connective encompassment revealed in this painting (more an 

implicit revelation as opposed to the cabinet’s explicitness), indicates that as I 

experienced being in-between, my intuitive receptivity and responsivity expanded 

upon the fringes of my aware-of actuality. My assertion here is partly based upon 
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the fact that the cardboard boxes and canvas rolls were objects that I only paid 

attention to when I occasionally accessed them (to prepare more surfaces to paint 

on), and further, that when I was painting the picture above, I was not attempting to 

paint any thing or environ, let alone the mainly overlooked art materials hidden in a 

nook.  

I again detect (also through the post-painting photographing of my studio and the 

photos’ isolation of views of my studio) this unintended interconnection to the 

fringes of my actualised condition and circumstances. In this instance the rhymes 

and rhythms of forms present on and around my painting table (fig. 57) and my 

study desk (fig. 54) emerged (again as associatively correspondent, compositional 

rhymes and rhythms) in the paintings Warehouse #3 (fig. 53) & Warehouse #5 (fig. 

55). 

 

Figure 53 - Andrew Keall, Warehouse #3, oil on canvas, 80 x 100 cm, 2020 
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Figure 54 - photo of studio detail, 2020 

 

Figure 55 - Andrew Keall, Warehouse #2, oil on canvas, 80 x 100 cm, 2020 

I perceive another instance of this unintended encompass in regards to the painting 

Roomination #1 (fig. 56) echoing aspects of the interplay between my studio’s 

interior and exterior. 
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(l) Figure 56 - Andrew Keall, Roomination #1, oil on canvas, 100 x 120 cm, 2020 

(r) Figure 57 - photo of studio detail, 2020 

I suggest that when I employ an in-between methodology of painting practice, the 

act of painting is no longer primarily concerned with visual representation or formal 

issues, rather, it is concerned with the practice of painting as a living, synchronously 

informed experience of mutuality, at work upon the fringes of the known and 

unknown, the actual and the real. Here, then, are the workings of a human’s donkey-

part (or cat); an intuitively experienced quasi-wildness, confined within a studio and 

operating in synchronous time. In claiming such a field of potential operations, I 

evaluate the metaphor of ‘in-betweenness’ as framing a methodology of practice 

that is generative, emergent, vital, and relevant to the living circumstances of the 

practitioner. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: OTHER PEOPLE’S HOUSES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter I draw on both historical and contemporary examples of painting 

practice and discuss these from a practice-centred perspective. In doing so I am 

interested in finding connections across a range of painting practices and genres in 

order to think through deeper practice centred motivations firmly located in the in-

between that, additionally, speak to fundamental principles in painting. In tracing a 

lineage of in-between concerns, I will specifically address the methodological 

operation of in-betweenness as revealed by the activity of twofoldness in 

paint/paintings, and by statements made by the creators of the paintings discussed. 

 

I begin this chapter by defining what I perceive as a seminal, early 20th Century 

instance of a methodology of painting practice that creates the situative and 

embodied conditions for the painter-painting pair to generate ‘in-between’ 

constitutions, namely Analytic Cubism. I follow this by concisely tracing a historical 

lineage of such practice-based concerns, discussing a specific example by the painter 

Willem de Kooning, and, in the latter half of this chapter, focus upon the work and 

practice of three contemporary painters. As much as possible I attend to statements 

made by the artists themselves in regards to their practice. Addressing the 

respective artist’s framing of their in-practice concerns extends my analysis of their 

paintings to also examine the reciprocal, interconnective ‘making up’ of the painter-

subject and the painting-object. 

 

4.2 A BIG PERSPECTIVE 
 

Throughout the last six centuries the Western lineage of painting has assigned high 

value to a rational apprehension of space and relations within. This need to 

specifically position and representationally identify things was formalised through a 

rule-based codification of seeing; the mathematical systematisation of the visual 
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field known as linear perspective.108 This system’s success was dependent on 

defining within a picture a single, stationary viewpoint in relationship to a defined 

horizon line. With these definitive coordinates fixed, radial, and parallel lines were 

deployed to convey a mathematically calculated, proportional diminishment of 

parts, thus enabling three-dimensional relationships to be virtually envisioned in 

two-dimensional space. 

                      

(l) Figure 58, - Albrecht Dürer, An Artist Drawing a Seated Man (1525), copyright Public Domain 

(r) Figure 59 - Leon Battista Alberti, Perspective Vanishing Point, copyright Public Domain 

However, as art historian Erwin Panofsky observes, such an idealised system glosses 

over the actual conditions of experience:  

In order to guarantee a fully rational – that is, infinite unchanging 

and homogeneous – space, this ‘central perspective’ makes two 

tacit but essential assumptions: first, that we see with a single and 

immobile eye, and second, that the planar cross-section of the 

visual pyramid can pass for an adequate reproduction of our optical 

image.109 

Considered from a situation of embodied experience, the perspective-based reliance 

on singularities, stabilities, and, more generally, a collective homogeneity of 

experience, is not only reductive and delimiting, but also, I suggest, careless. This 

 
108 The invention of linear perspective is generally attributed to the Italian architect Fillipo 
Brunelleschi, early in the 15th Century. Brunelleschi’s ideas were codified and disseminated by 
Leon Battista Alberti, through the publication of his book On Painting in 1435. 
109 Panofsky, Perspective as Symbolic Form, 30. 
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rational formalisation of the visual does not care for, indeed deliberately overlooks, 

the messiness of the lively unfixed nature of experience. 

This experiential understanding offers an alternative ontological possibility of 

visually-based creativity as primarily a living experience, one that looks carefully not 

only at the qualities of object relations, but also, and inclusively, at the “… 

unclassifiable… [the] surprises and coincidences, ambiguities and fuzziness.”110  

In discussing how Merleau-Ponty’s chiasmic model was contrary to the perspectival, 

Thomas-Fogiel observes: 

… the invention of perspective has not only shaped our relation to 

space, but has also fashioned our thinking of the category of 

relation to any other (space, thing, the other). How am I in the 

world? Am I facing space, facing the object, facing the other? …. 

This has progressively shaped all our thinking about relation: first 

our relation to space, then our relation to the world, then relation 

to the other.111  

In this chapter I focus on painting practitioners that methodologically operate 

through a different rule set to those asserted by perspectival systemisation. I identify 

significant practice-based instances of a familial set of methods each seeking to 

experientially offer the painter-painting pair an opportunity to play-within the 

structural conditions offered by practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
110 Giesen, “Inbetweenness and Ambivalence,” 62. 
111 Thomas-Fogiel, “Chiasm in Merleau-Ponty: Metaphor or Concept?” 16. 
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4.3 AMY SILLMAN 

 

Figure 60 - Amy Sillman, U.S. of Alice the Goon, Oil on Canvas, 213 x 236cm, 2008 

Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://www.sfmoma.org/artwork/2009.27/ 

In U.S. of Alice and Goon (fig. 60 above), by American painter Amy Sillman (1955- ), 

characteristic elements of her larger oeuvre are at play; the inconsistent fields of 

colour establishing and/or dispersing planar positions and so unsettling stable 

relations within; how the sketched-in lines demark quadrants or almost-figures, and 

as they cross over the aforementioned colour-field shapes, further mix/muddle quite 

what is present, to what degree is something present, and how it is made present. 

Instances of twofoldness in paint further complicate how I navigate these ambiguous 

conditions, by establishing both actual and virtual conditions that my understanding 

then must navigate between to arrive at any holistic apprehension. This painting is 

graphically and emotionally assertive – I sense there is both joy realised and 

doubtings incurred when painting such unsettled instabilities. The longer I look the 

https://www.sfmoma.org/artwork/2009.27/
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more I feel the ‘logic’ of this painting is the stream of consciousness in the very 

making of. I too must ‘stream’ along with the painting to form a relation with it. We 

are deep in painting-land here: abstractions, figurations, hefty brushwork, soft veils. 

The yellow sun in the top right that in the tightest funnel space squeezes down to 

the picture’s border and switches to a not-quite-sweet apple-bite green-yellow that 

tenses the jaw. As I continue to look at this painting, I identify a highly significant 

aspect: Sillman is giving me just enough linear-based representational clues to then 

understand the entire painting as a strange, make-believe virtual world. But she also 

dangles a second option: the abstract colour fields as dominant, and the odd stick-

like arms struggling to assert any human-like agency within the painting’s formal 

forces. The significance I recognise, in the logic of in-betweenness, is my 

understanding being pulled and pushed two ways. 

Sillman states: 

Painting is a physical thinking process to continue an interior dialogue, 

a way to engage in a kind of internal discourse, or sub-language, 

mumbling, rambling, stream of thought, murmuring, thinking out 

loud, naming, uttering…112 

In using paint, its flexible ooziness, Sillman unearths a visual-material potential that 

offers equivalences to the surfaces and subterranean aspects of her language use in 

speech and thought. A sub-equivalence in paint, then. Expanding on what ‘sub‘ 

encompasses, Sillman states: 

Every day I welcome the raw, the goofy, the urgent, the eccentric, the 

disrupting, the associative and dissociative, the distracted, the 

embarrassing, the transient, the interesting, and the fearsome into my 

life, and language is the welcome mat, the first translation device 

from the body of sensate cues I intuit.113 

 
112 Quote from a short essay by Amy Sillman. Accessed March 3, 2021. 
https://plexus.org/newobs/113/pg04.html  
113 ibid 

https://plexus.org/newobs/113/pg04.html
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Stillman, in the above, identifies, indeed welcomes, aspects of her experience that 

significantly unsettle any safe and secure rational/emotional order within her daily 

living. Reading her statement inversely, I suggest that for Sillman social, emotional, 

and intellectual order and security is not only uninteresting, it is near unwelcome. 

Via language, she translates her “sensate cues” of her daily disruptions, and by the 

inter-connection of visual and textual orders, she translates in paint and painting, 

her existentially interesting experiences. Thus painting, for Sillman, can be: “… an 

active embrace of the aesthetics of awkwardness, struggle, nonsense, 

contingency.”114 In this circulation beneath secure orderings of the external/internal 

world, painting is not ‘making a picture’, it is, instead, a living within the complexities 

and unfixities of existence as always, already unsettled. Painting, for Sillman, as an 

extension of living, is an openness to residing somewhere in-between order and 

disorder. In the logic of being in-between, by being open in this way when painting, a 

painting made so reveals the conditions of the painter. 

4.4 FOLLOWING THE TRACE 

The above experientially informed, methodological basis for painting practice 

significantly diverges from a methodology based on linear perspective. Thus two 

distinct painting methodologies (experientially informed and mathematic-based) 

suggest entirely different ontologies at work affecting the relational qualities actively 

expressed by the painter-subject and painting-object during practice. In the 

experiential, the painter needs to enter into a situated, embodied sense of being 

‘part-of’ within a mutualised painter-painting becomingness. In contrast, a 

methodology employing linear perspective-based is founded on the premise of a 

subject-centric viewpoint, one that distinguishes subjects from objects. 

 

 

 

 
114 Sillman, “AbEx and Disco Balls: In Defense of Abstract Expressionism II.” Artforum, 2021. 
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4.4.1 FOLLOWING THE TRACE: ANALYTICAL CUBISM 

   

(l) Figure 61 - Pablo Picasso - Ma Jolie, oil on canvas, 100 x 64.5 cm, 1911/12 

Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79051 

(r) Figure 62 - Georges Braque, The Portuguese, oil on canvas, 116.8 x 81 cm, 1911 

Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://www.georgesbraque.org/the-portuguese.jsp 

 

 

Figure 63 - Pablo Picasso, detail of Fig.61,  Ma Jolie, oil on canvas, 100 x 64.5 cm, 1911/12 

Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79051 

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79051
https://www.georgesbraque.org/the-portuguese.jsp
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79051
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The seminal methodological instance115 I identify wherein the painter and the 

painting are a mutual part of a making up event, is the phase of Cubism116called 

Analytic Cubism, approximately covering the period 1909-1911, and involving the 

work of two painters, Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) and Georges Braque (1882-1963). 

The improvisational continuum that I suggest is necessary to make-up the above 

compositions (see fig.s 61 and 62 above), requires a conceptual and methodological 

rethinking of the terms of painting as a practice. Most significantly for my argument, 

the assumed stability of the relationship of the painting as an object with the painter 

as the subject who directs the painting’s outcomes, was destabilised. I suggest the 

conceptual and methodological changes employed at this point in time reimagined 

practice as an immediacy of situative and embodied experiences made-up of the 

undetermined relations between the painter and the painting in the simultaneous 

making-up of picture and self. In this indeterminate methodology, the state of one 

part mutually depends on the state of the other; as one part changes, the other part 

correspondingly shifts its qualitative make-up in relational response.  

The idea of tacitly informed knowledge and its effect on a practitioner’s 

responsiveness is useful to consider here. Professor of Philosophy of the Mind John 

Haugeland (1945 – 2010) writes: 

The activity of the [hands] should not be regarded as ‘decoding neural 

messages’, but rather as an integral part of the ‘processing’ that the 

brain and other neurons contribute to…. The neural pathways from 

perception to action are high-bandwidth all the way through.117 

(emphasis in original). 

My suggestion that Analytic Cubism’s methodology of painting practice was a 

significant shift in a Western tradition of easel painting is based on the emphasis I 

 
115 N.B. My argument is asserted here within the approximate 500 year historical span of 
Western easel painting. 
116 The painting-based period termed Cubism, created by Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque, 
covered the approximate period, 1909 – 1918. Cubism, as a covering term, is composed of sub-
periods wherein different formal, pictorial dynamics were employed. See 
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/cube/hd_cube.htm for a concise overview of Cubist 
painting. Accessed 14.05.2021. 
117 Quoted in Herbert, Brushstroke and Emergence: Courbet, Impressionism and Picasso, 16. 

https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/cube/hd_cube.htm
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believe Picassp and Braque placed on knowing and doing occurring near 

simultaneously - high bandwidth in Haugeland’s words. I further suggest that such a 

dynamic is necessarily based upon a largely indeterminate process - in other words, 

by not knowing what will happen the slow bandwidth, separate actions of planning 

and doing is avoided. Below, in offering examples of various interpretations of 

Analytic Cubism, I draw attention to what I believe may have been overlooked in 

regards to the significance I identify within this methodological shift. 

The Oxford Dictionary of Art defines Analytic Cubism as: 

A term used to describe the first phase (1909–11) of the mature 

Cubism of Picasso and Braque. During this period of cerebral analysis 

and near-abstraction in their paintings they visually took objects apart 

and then reassembled them on the canvas in a different order, using a 

very shallow projection of space and a minimum of colour.118 

As in the example above, ‘informational’ writing currently available about Analytic 

Cubism reveals an interpretive reflex that aims to explain the paintings, as in, “took 

objects apart and then reassembled them” – or, from another source,  “… objects 

were therefore shown as they are known to be, rather than as they happen to look 

at a particular moment”119 – or, “… volume was generally suggested by the fusion of 

multiple viewpoints of an object in one image, which was presented as a complex of 

geometrical shapes.”120 

That this interpretive reflex is so prevalent is not surprising if we consider statements 

written at the time. For example, the writer, poet, playwright, novelist, art critic and 

close friend of Picasso, Guillaume Apollinaire (1889-1918), in endeavouring to define 

Cubism, stated: 

 
118 Michael Clark. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Art Terms (2nd ed.) https://www-
oxfordreference-
com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/view/10.1093/acref/9780199569922.001.0001/acref-
9780199569922-e-68?rskey=2XQPys&result=1 Accessed March 15,2021. 
119 “Cubism”. The Hutchison Encyclopedia https://search-credoreference-
com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/content/entry/heliconhe/cubism/0 Accessed March 15, 2021. 
120 “Cubism”. The Macmillan Encyclopedia. Accessed March 15.2021. https://search-
credoreference-com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/content/entry/move/cubism/0 

https://www-oxfordreference-com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/view/10.1093/acref/9780199569922.001.0001/acref-9780199569922-e-68?rskey=2XQPys&result=1
https://www-oxfordreference-com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/view/10.1093/acref/9780199569922.001.0001/acref-9780199569922-e-68?rskey=2XQPys&result=1
https://www-oxfordreference-com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/view/10.1093/acref/9780199569922.001.0001/acref-9780199569922-e-68?rskey=2XQPys&result=1
https://www-oxfordreference-com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/view/10.1093/acref/9780199569922.001.0001/acref-9780199569922-e-68?rskey=2XQPys&result=1
https://search-credoreference-com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/content/entry/heliconhe/cubism/0
https://search-credoreference-com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/content/entry/heliconhe/cubism/0
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Regarded from a plastic point of view, the fourth dimension appears 

to spring from the three known dimensions: it represents the 

immensity of space eternalizing itself in all directions at a given 

moment. It is space itself, the dimension of the infinite; the fourth 

dimension endows objects with plasticity.121 

Moving forward in time to the mid-1970s, William Rubin (1927-2006)122 describes 

Cubism as: 

… articulated with planes, lines, shading, space and other vestiges of 

the language of illusionistic representation, these constituents have 

been largely abstracted from their descriptive functions. Thus 

disengaged, they are reordered to expressive purposes of pictorial 

configuration as autonomous entities.123 

This descriptive analysis, still asserts its point of view from the representational 

(abstracted from, reordered, disengaged). As I have suggested, in the context of my 

argument, the representational situates an ontological apart-from in terms of 

painter-subject and painting-object relationship. Thus, I deem the basis of the above 

interpretations as antithetical to my understanding of the ‘part-of-ness’ incurred by 

the indeterminate methodology of practice employed by Braque and Picasso. 

A switch of critical paradigms occurred in the 1980s and 1990s, wherein semiotic 

analysis was applied to address what and how Cubist paintings (and collages) 

communicated. Theorist Rosalind Krauss observes: 

…a change, not within the system of illusionism from one type to 

another, but a conversion from one whole representational system, 

roughly called iconic, to another, roughly called symbolic…124 

 
121 Apollinaire, quoted in Genova, “The Poetics of Visual Cubism: Guillaume Apollinaire on Pablo 
Picasso,” 13. 
122 Multiple (art-world) hat-wearer and key player in MOMA’s contemporary art department 
from the early 1970s to late 1980s. 
123 Rubin, Picasso in the Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, 68. 
124 Krauss, ”The Motivation of the Sign,” 5. 
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In this understanding of Cubism, “… Picasso conceived of the visual sign – reshaping 

it not just as arbitrary or conventional but as fully diacritical.”125 The Professor of 

Fine Art Christine Poggi also pursues a semiotic reading of Picasso’s Cubist paintings: 

By multiplying the alternatives, Picasso denies a direct, transparent 

relation between his pictorial signifiers and their references in the 

external world. He thereby points to the arbitrariness of those 

signifiers in the absence of a single governing interpretive context or 

paradigm.126 

Cubism, understood in semiotic terms, becomes an employment of multivalent 

pictorial sign-based instances with ‘diacritical’ capacity to switch between contexts. 

My position here is not that any of the above viewpoints are wrong per se, but in  

identifying representational systems as the ‘field’ in which Cubist contributions to 

culture were performed, Krauss and Poggi overlook, I suggest, not only the 

significance of the change in the processes of making such paintings, but also the 

implications this has for the ontological shift within the painter-subject and the 

painting-object relationship. 

Predating the vast bulk interpretations to come, and maybe all the more pertinent 

therefore, Picasso’s own words are suggestive of the context this ‘whole’ issues from 

(rather than trying to pinpoint quite what it is): 

Mathematics, Trigonometry, Chemistry, Psychoanalysis, Music and 

whatnot have all been related to Cubism to give it an easier 

interpretation. All this has been pure literature, not to say nonsense, 

which brought bad results, blinding people with theories. Cubism has 

kept itself within the limits and limitations of painting, never 

pretending to go beyond it.127 

 
125 ibid 
126 Poggi, In Defiance of Painting: Cubism, Futurism, and the Invention of Collage, 68, 79. 
127 Picasso, “Statement to Marius De Zayas, 1923.” 
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In the phrase “within the limits and limitations of painting” I understand Picasso as 

succinctly not only giving short-shrift to speculative interpretations, but also 

rethinking the terms under which Western painting had been based upon for 

approximately five hundred years. Picasso identified the conditions that make 

possible potential interplays between the imaginative/intuitive capacity (limitations) 

of the painter and the physical boundaries (limits) of painter, brush, paint and 

canvas. 

Retrospective critical and interpretive ‘whatnots’, focusing upon formal aspects or 

semiotics, miss this fundamental, ontological shift in the painter/painting relation. In 

the logic of in-betweenness, the painting reveals, not as planned application of paint 

or depiction, but through experiential embedment as painted trace. 

4.4.2 FOLLOWING THE TRACE: INDETERMINATION IN PRACTICE 

The significant methodological dynamics I identify above were readdressed in the 

late 1940s and 1950s by a loose grouping of (mainly) painters later known as the 

Abstract Expressionists. Prior to being so grouped by proximity and interests, the 

individuals involved initially applied Automatist128 methods, contextualised within 

Jungian understandings of a collective unconscious and the historical recurrence of 

universal archetypes.129 By the late 1940s the focus on Jungian concerns, as 

spontaneously revealed in figurative suggestions within paintings, was largely 

abandoned, superseded by different understandings of what was at play. In 1961 

influential critic Clement Greenberg (1909-1994) wrote: 

The essence of Modernism lies, as I see it, in the use of the 

characteristic methods of a discipline to criticise the discipline itself 

 
128 As outlined by the Oxford Art reference: “A method of painting or drawing in which conscious 
control is suppressed, allowing the subconscious to take over.” Accessed March 17, 2021. 
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095436180?rskey=aZ
hbkG&result=1  
My problem with Automatism (in the context of this project) is the primary relationship sought 
for is within a self-containment, albeit a largely unconscious one: and second, deterministic cause 
and effect, understood in psychoanalytic terms as between the unconscious and conscious, as 
paradigmatically underpinning a sequential (as opposed to synchronous) causality therein. 
129 Rubin, Pollock as Jungian Illustrator: The Limits of Psychological Criticism,” 220-261 

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095436180?rskey=aZhbkG&result=1
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095436180?rskey=aZhbkG&result=1
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– not in order to subvert it, but to entrench it more firmly in its 

area of competence.130 

This echoes Picasso’s ‘limits and limitations’, yet Greenberg places an emphasis not 

on what can happen therein, but on the is and is not of capital ‘P’ Painting. As he 

stated: 

… flatness was the only condition painting shared with no other, 

painting thus orientated itself to flatness as it did to nothing else.131  

Under, maybe despite, these prevailing critical conditions, the range of work 

Abstract Expressionist artists produced, and the methods employed in doing so, 

were as varied as the individuals.132 Describing the highly diverse Abstract 

Expressionist field is beyond the scope and intent of this thesis. However, one 

practitioner stands out in regards to their methodologically enabled ‘part-of’ 

condition when practicing. 

4:4:3 FOLLOWING THE TRACE: DE-KOONING’S EXCAVATION 

I perceive Willem de Kooning’s (1904-1997) painting Excavation (fig. 64 below) as 

exemplifying a depth of indeterminate, in-practice, painter/painting engagement. In 

this painting any discrete part is tremulously provisional as it depends upon a series 

of enclosures that form, slip away, to re-form again in new conjunctions 

 
130 Greenberg, “Modernist Painting,” 85 
131 ibid, 87 
132 See Chilvers and Glaves-Smith’s entry Abstract Expressionism in the Oxford: A Dictionary for 
Modern and Contemporary Art (3rd ed.), 2015, for a concise summary of the times and the 
players within this movement. https://www-oxfordreference-com  

https://www-oxfordreference-com/
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Figure 64 - Willem de Kooning, Excavation, Oil on Canvas, 200x250 cm, 1950 

Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://www.artic.edu/artworks/76244/excavation 

Twofoldness here is prominent – paint illusionistically makes up a shallow and tense 

pictorial space, yet, equally, just is, thick and sliding. The balance between these two 

roles tips either way depending on the viewer’s awareness. The physicality of this 

work, its granular dragging and multivalent skin upon skin upon skin, creates an 

optical tactility; the whole exudes a plasmatic plasticity that is somewhere in-

between an animal presence, an evocation of space, and a psychic re-tensioning of 

experience. 

De Kooning states: 

Personally, I do not need a movement. What was given to me, I take 

for granted. Of all movements, I like Cubism most. It had that 

wonderful unsure atmosphere of reflection - a poetic frame where 

something could be possible, where an artist could practise [sic] his 

intuition. It didn't want to get rid of what went before. Instead it 

added something to it. The parts that I can appreciate in other 

https://www.artic.edu/artworks/76244/excavation
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movements came out of Cubism. Cubism became a movement, it 

didn't set out to be one. It has force in it, but it was no ‘force-

movement’.133 

A feel that a significant aspect of de Kooning’s understanding of Cubism is that his 

viewpoint is asserted from his own practice-based experiences that were 

methodologically akin to the methods employed by Braque and Picasso.  When de 

Kooning states, “anything could be possible,” he may well be talking about his own 

practice. The key aspects de Kooning identifies in Cubist paintings – “unsure 

atmosphere” and “no-force movement” – are the very conditions I perceive as 

revealed in Excavation, both in terms of the way the painting is, in a sense, a trace of 

the processes involved in its making, but also in terms of my experience when 

looking at the paint - I too wander and wonder as I gradually assimilate the paintings 

impact. 

I cannot imagine the holistic complexity of parts to wholes that make-up Excavation 

as being created through any other means, except by an indeterminate, ‘no-force’ 

methodology. An indeterminate atmosphere then, maybe made so by the 

synchronous coherence of the never-sure painter and the undetermined painting as 

they make up a coherence of things together. 

4.4.4 FOLLOWING THE TRACE: AN ONTOLOGY OF RELATIONS 

Other Abstract Expressionist painters such as Jackson Pollock (1912-1956) and Mark 

Rothko (1903-1970), and second generation Abstract Expressionists such as Helen 

Frankenthaler (1928-2011) and Morris Louis (1912-1962), by working in various ways 

with indetermination and chance, show the greater Abstract Expressionist 

movement as “pluralistic and polyvalent.”134 However, within the scope of this 

thesis, I specifically examine Willem De Kooning’s Excavation (for the reasons above 

 
133 Quote from De Kooning’s talk delivered at the "What is Abstract Art?" symposium, The 
Museum of Modern Art, New York, February 5, 1951.  Accessed March 3, 2021. 
https://www.dekooning.org/documentation/words/what-abstract-art-means-to-me 
134 Erika Doss in her review of David Craven’s Abstract Expressionism as Cultural Critique, 1998. 
Accessed March 23, 2021. http://www.caareviews.org/reviews/317  

https://www.dekooning.org/documentation/words/what-abstract-art-means-to-me
http://www.caareviews.org/reviews/317
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and to come), as a significantly familial methodology within the context of this 

project’s enquiry. 

Similarly, to post-Cubist critical commentaries and interpretations, the post-Abstract 

Expressionist period saw a range of critical positions applied to define and/or pass 

judgment on its significance. The assumed targets of criticism were either critiques 

of Abstract Expressionist as overly concerned with formalism, e.g., “The heightened 

sensitivity of the picture plane may no longer permit sculptural illusion, or trompe-

l'oeil...,”135 or, that AbEx had become a mythologised ‘tall poppy’136 shading new 

ideas in the art world. 

By 1981 the negative critical climate regarding the status Abstract Expressionist, 

studio-based painters, and painting in general, reached a sort of apogee in the 

writings of Douglas Crimp, The End of Painting137 and Thomas Lawson, Last Exit 

Painting.138 In her 2015 thesis The Afterlife of Painting, Associate Professor Nuala 

Gregory states: 

Within the art world, it is well known how the debate over the death 

of painting became entrenched and heated throughout the 1980s. 

What is not so often acknowledged is that the issues raised at that 

time remain current and influential. They continue to inform, perhaps 

even to determine, the production of contemporary painting.139 

These issues - dismissal of medium specificity, rejection of the teleological progress 

of Modernist painting, discounting of studio-based practice, and a disregard for the 

material and aesthetic aspects of painting - clustered around, both then and after, 

the putative ‘death of painting’. As Gregory observes, the contemporary spectrum 

 
135 Greenberg, “Modernist Painting,” 85. 
136 Most ‘poppy’ prominent is Jackson Pollock’s appearance in a Life Magazine article in 1949 
(title = “Jack the Dripper”), and also on the cover of Time Magazine in 1956. 
137 Crimp, “The End of Painting,” 69-86 
138 Lawson, “Last Exit Painting.”  
139 Gregory, “The Afterlife of Painting,” 13. 
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(circa 2010s) of critical positions is still ‘informed’ by such framings. In this context 

Gregory makes a salient point: 

… it is necessary to speak not of the ending of painting in the 1960s, 

nor of its critical negation in the 1980s, but of the positive ontological 

change that occurred and was consolidated in painting during the 

course of those and subsequent decades.140 

In this period the ontological conditions of art in general were challenged by the rise 

of Conceptual art wherein the ‘idea’ underpinning an artwork was privileged over 

medium and aesthetics. This shift enacted “the fundamental mutation of the 

ontology of the artwork.”141 Gregory comments: 

As a result, it is now possible—indeed, strategically necessary for the 

future of painting—to replace a narrative of critical negation and 

death with one of positive, historically situated, ontological change.142 

For Gregory the possible ‘new narrative’ is based around the ‘post-conceptual,’ a 

term that asserts contemporary painting as: 

… analogical, as a model for ways of thinking and acting that 

reconnect with the ethical, the social and the political. Such a 

narrative takes painting beyond questions of medium, form and the 

aesthetic, while retaining and rethinking them.143 (emphasis in 

original) 

I suggest (and specifically address in this project) that in addition to “medium, form 

and the aesthetic”, a rethinking of ontologies applicable to contemporary 

methodologies of painting practice are also relevant within this current post-

conceptual moment. 

 
140 ibid, 6. 
141 Osborne, Anywhere or not at all: Philosophy of Contemporary Art, 48. 
142 Gregory, 58. 
143 ibid, 65. 
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4.5 BACK TO THE PRESENT WITH SILLMAN 

In this section I select three key contemporary painters employing indeterminate 

methods. In analysing their paintings alongside their own words regarding their 

methodology, I seek to understand the nuances of the painter-painting relationship 

within the context of indeterminate practice. To begin, I return briefly to Amy 

Sillman. In 2011 Sillman published an article AbEx and Disco Balls: In Defense of 

Abstract Expressionism II144 in Artforum magazine.  

Sillman begins by challenging the received version of Abstract Expressionism. 

How is it that, despite the complexity of AbEx, its reputation has 

boiled down to the worst kind of gender essentialism? Its detractors 

would have it that the whole kit and caboodle is nothing but bad 

politics steel-welded around a chassis of machismo—that the paint 

stroke, the very use of the arm, is equivalent to a phallic spurt, to 

Pollock whipping out his dick and pissing in Peggy Guggenheim’s 

fireplace.145 

This ‘complexity’ Sillman refers to is, I suggest, the significant mutual becomingness 

of the painter-painting during practice and all that this implies in terms of a subject’s 

relationship to their environment, and also, paints potentiality as a two-fold 

substance/event (made so through Abstract Expressionism trademark gestural 

application), a twofoldness that traces and transforms the subject’s own experiential 

world. SIllman’s main issue here is that Instead of understanding the (complex) 

subject destabilising implications of twofoldness in the subject-object field as 

reciprocally affecting both paint and painter, gestural paint application is instead 

read as an affirmation of the painter’s gendered subjectivity, and a clichéd reading of 

gender to boot. In perceiving the work of painterly gesture and ensuing twofoldness 

as signifying far more than the simplistic and reactive readings of Abstract 

 
144 I am guessing that the appended ‘II’ at the end of her article title is a nod towards art theorist 
T.J. Clark’s 1991 essay In Defense of Abstract Expressionism, a ‘defense’ that is somewhat 
equivocal about the pros and cons of Abstract Exprerssionism. 
145 Sillman, AbEx and Disco Balls: In Defense of Abstract Expressionism II 
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Expressionism, Sillman reclaims their appropriately complicating operations for the 

present. She states:  

Many artists—not least of them women and queers—are currently 

recomplicating the terrain of gestural, messy, physical, chromatic, 

embodied, handmade practices. I would argue that this is because 

AbEx already had something to do with the politics of the body, and 

that it was all the more tempting once it seemed to have been shut 

down by its own rhetoric, rendered mythically straight and male in 

quotation marks.146
 

The ‘terrain’ Sillman refers to, I suggest, is the site of reciprocation wherein a 

painting and the painter come very close together to make sense (and non-sense) of 

all the messy physicality and emotion of being physically and emotionally embodied 

and situated within this world. It is a terrain, I suggest, wherein subjects and objects 

are allowed to become complicity complex together. 

 

4.6 IN THE PRESENT: CHARLINE VON HEYL 

Discussing her exhibition at Tate Liverpool in 2021, German painter Charline von 

Heyl (1960 - ) identifies the primary methodological conditions for her practice: 

“[What] I want to do with painting is establish this relationship of now, you are 

actually in the moments in front of the painting and something happens.”147 

 

 
146 ibid 
147 Quote from interview with Von Heyl in Tateshots. Accessed March 30, 2021. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ddIreXQMlw  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ddIreXQMlw
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(l) Figure 65, Charline von Heyl, It's Vot's Behind Me That I Am (Krazy Kat), acrylic, oil on linen and 
canvas, 82 × 72 inches, 2010 
Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://www.petzel.com/artists/charline-von-
heyl/featured-works?view=slider#3 
 
(r) Figure 66, Charline von Heyl, Carlotta, oil, acrylic, and charcoal on canvas 208.3 x 193 cm, 2013 
Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://www.moma.org/collection/works/178801 

 

Von Heyl continues: 

As long as I know what I’m doing, I design. There is no way around it. I 

can get beyond it only in the unknown. But I do know more and more, 

and the design gets better and better. For instance, these paintings, 

they look so simple and satisfying, but I know how I did it and that 

makes me unhappy. I don’t want to make the painting, I want the 

painting to invent itself and surprise me.148 

Von Heyl suggests her practice-based knowledge may impact detrimentally on the 

work, as her knowledge enables predictions that, in turn, pre-empt her intuitive 

responsiveness. Predetermination is the significant impulse that she seeks to avoid. 

If Sillman’s paintings make ‘messy’ sense of her conditions (as self and in practice), I 

respond to von Heyl’s paintings as offering somewhat ‘slick’ statements about such 

conditions, albeit inventive and graphically exciting ones. My perception is that any 

gestural messiness is more a gesture that knows itself as a ‘gesture of accident’ and 

 
148 Shirley Kaneda. “Charline Von Heyl by Shirley Kaneda”. Bomb Magazine. Accessed March, 28, 
2021. https://bombmagazine.org/articles/charline-von-heyl/ 

https://www.petzel.com/artists/charline-von-heyl/featured-works?view=slider#3
https://www.petzel.com/artists/charline-von-heyl/featured-works?view=slider#3
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/178801
https://bombmagazine.org/articles/charline-von-heyl/
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‘surprise’ becomes a calculation of juxtapositions (see fig.s 65 and 66 above). Her 

expressed concern regarding the problematics of design vs. spontaneity becomes 

the subject as revealed: paintings of designed spontaneity. I would suggest that von 

Heyl’s ‘indeterminate practice’ employs ‘spontaneity’ as a sequential event - and this 

I suggest is in stark contrast to Sillman's messily synchronous engagement in practice 

as an interconnective continuum of the painter/painting pair. 

4.7 IN THE PRESENT: ALBERT OEHLEN 

In response to a question about the source of visual references within his 2018 

series, SEXE, RELIGION, POLITIQUE, painter Albert Oehlen (1954 - ) stated: 

I didn’t look at anything, it just happened—there’s no conscious 

reference. But I suddenly just found myself back in the year 1995, 

1996 . . . and just like back then, the new paintings arose out of a 

refusal of certain things: there’s no figuration and I wanted no 

composition, wanted to disable composition.149 

    

(l) Figure 67 - Oehlen, Albert, Embraceable You, oil on canvas, 1994 

Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://renaissancesociety.org/exhibitions/398/albert-

 
149 Albert Oehlen, interview with Christian Malycha, 2019. Accessed April 1, 2021. 
https://gagosian.com/quarterly/2020/01/12/interview-albert-oehlen-maximum-chance-
maximum-control/  

 

https://renaissancesociety.org/exhibitions/398/albert-oehlen-recent-paintings/
https://gagosian.com/quarterly/2020/01/12/interview-albert-oehlen-maximum-chance-maximum-control/
https://gagosian.com/quarterly/2020/01/12/interview-albert-oehlen-maximum-chance-maximum-control/
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oehlen-recent-paintings/ 

(r) Figure 68 - Oehlen, Albert, Hill and Gully Rider, lacquer and oil on aluminium, 260 x 260cm, 2018  

Image redacted for copyright reasons. See https://gagosian.com/exhibitions/2018/albert-oehlen-

sexe-religion-politique/ 

Oehlen’s strategy of ‘no composition’ is defined as a ‘refusal’ that denies subject 

dependant, subject revealing, and subject representing methodologies. Like Sillman 

and Von Heyl, Oehlen engages in indeterminate practice. However, I suggest that 

rather than working with partial-indeterminacy (Von Heyl) or that which is 

underneath and connected with the sub-lingual (Sillman), he employs a methodology 

of ‘un-composition’ as a strategy of negation. 

 Oehlen comments further: 

A painting has to be “gathered up.” Nothing is intended but 

something happens. What evolves hasn’t been aimed for, it grows . . . 

while you’re struggling to prevent certain things. The painting takes a 

stance while you’re constantly rapping your own knuckles.150 

Thus, Oehlen’s disabled un-composition must arise outside of the artist’s directive 

control, instead, as if part of an organic process, it grows. Yet, his desire to disable 

composition is highly assertive of composition in its very opposition to such. It is 

worth asking then, if the painting ‘grows’, then, in reciprocal terms, what is 

happening to the painter-subject? Curator Anne Pontégnie writes about Oehlen: 

By renouncing the representation of the world as an expression of the 

self, Oehlen does not strip his paintings of meaning. To the contrary, 

he liberates it of the double constraint that subjected it to repetition 

(of the world and of the self) that wouldn’t have existed 

otherwise.[And this] … divest[s] painting of the certitudes that 

stabilise its meaning and expression. The abovementioned binaries 

allow him to create a pictorial space that brings about no answers 

apart from an affirmation of instability and disorder as other possible 

 
150 ibid 

https://renaissancesociety.org/exhibitions/398/albert-oehlen-recent-paintings/
https://gagosian.com/exhibitions/2018/albert-oehlen-sexe-religion-politique/
https://gagosian.com/exhibitions/2018/albert-oehlen-sexe-religion-politique/
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routes to new sensations. Do we have to see the world through the 

lens of the subject, or should we see the subject as a thing written 

into the world, a thing that endlessly surpasses it? It seems to me that 

in choosing the second proposition, Oehlen gives painting the capacity 

to open up new ways of seeing and feeling.151 

Pontégnie’s understanding of Oehlen’s work as arising from within a state of non-

subjectivity accords with Oehlen’s stated intent of a making of a painting as a 

‘disabled composition.’ In this reading Oehlen’s in-practice actions assert a near 

complete identification with the subject’s status as a non-subject, maybe as one that 

is always part of a process that effectively subsumes the subject. If the subject were 

to be present, and so inform an apart-from position in the subject-object field of 

relations, this would demonstrate, firstly, (re Pontégnie) the subject as lens reflecting 

the world, and secondly, (re Oehlen) a subjective degree of compositional ‘enabling.’ 

The question here is: Is complete non-subjectivity possible in painting practice, 

especially in terms of Oehlen’s largely brush-dependent, autographic style? 

To examine this question, it is useful to touch on methodologies employed by the 

composer John Cage (1912 – 1992). Cage applied, in various ways,152 Buddhist 

concepts of ‘no-mind’.153 In his book The Radical use of Chance in the 20th Century, 

writer Denis Lejeunne argues that the further Cage attempted to remove his own 

subjectivity from his sound/music compositions, the less successful he was: “By a 

beguiling reversal, it remained the subject of the pieces, its absence testifying, as it 

were, to its haunting presence.”154 Lejeunne posits that it was in Cage’s late work, 

the Musicircus (1967) that indeterminate approaches:  

 
151 Pontégnie, The Normal Life in Albert Oehlen: Home and Garden, 71. 

152 For example, in his Four Minutes and Thirty Three Seconds, composed in 1952, a musician or 
musicians, with any combination of instruments, were instructed to sit without playing their 
instruments for 4.33 seconds. The incidental noise in the forum hosting the performance made 
up the composition.  
153 Timmerman, “Uncaged: Buddhism, John Cage and the Freeing of the World,” 42. 
154 Lejeunne, The Radical Use of Chance in the 20th Century, 215. 
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…became mixed with very determinate and even chance-free works – 

and this openness clearly indicated a broader understanding of what 

indeterminacy is, or could be.155 

By implication, I suggest, this rethinking of indeterminacy was also a reconsideration 

of subjectivity specific to the conditions of Cage’s creative practice. Considering 

Oehlen’s work in light of this, suggests that trying to ‘disable’ a composition 

contrarily reaffirms both the composition and the subject. Of course, neither 

Oehlen’s own statements, nor Pontégnie’s, are his actual experience in-practice. This 

experience may well appreciate and encompass the self-defeating, or better here, 

self-making, irony in attempting to make/compose a painting by disabling 

subjectivity, yet still proceed in the attempt. 

 

4.8 IN CONCLUSION 

Each of the artists discussed within this chapter offer a personal framing of the 

undetermined, process-based conditions and aims of their painting methodologies.  

 I acknowledge I am cherry-picking statements made by these artists, but do so 

based upon a resonance I perceive between the respective artist’s expressed 

understandings of the conditions offered by their practice to the ensuing painted 

outcomes.  

For Picasso, as based upon his own words, these concerns were to do with a basic 

reassessment of the constraints and potentials offered by studio-based painting 

practice.  

De Kooning perceived an unsure atmosphere and no-force movement in Cubist 

works. De Kooning’s observations seem to resonate not only with my own 

understanding of his painting Excavation, but also give clues as to his methodological 

attitudes in regards to his own practice. 

 
155 ibid,  2011. 
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For Sillman, her expressed concerns were about the communicative possibilities 

arising from the messy disorder and suborders of her situated and embodied 

experiences. For von Heyl, such concerns were to do with the problematics of prior 

knowledge, when seeking to make something surprising and so contact an unknown. 

Oehlen reflexively perceived (his) subjective concerns as the condition to be 

negated. Each artist assigned differing characterising conditions (and limits and 

potentials therein) to the indeterminate process of making up a painting.  

I suggest, for each of the above artists, the ensuing in-practice making-up process, as 

equally affecting both the painted and the painter, produced paintings visually 

analogous to the freedoms and limits that each respective artist conceive as 

significant for either their practice or existentially. 

As I turn this reflective correspondence of methodologically ‘made up’ paintings with 

painters on myself, I ask, what do the project’s paintings reveal about my concerns 

as I enter the studio? As an overall ‘take’ in regards to the abstract paintings made, I 

perceive momentary coherences of parts making propositional unities that 

substantiate a pictorial world wherein I can wander and wonder quite where I am, 

ask how the parts may coherently, or incoherently, relate together. Thus, in an 

analogous correspondence, I may assume that I am significantly concerned with 

being a vital, if momentary, coherence/incoherence, seeking to be part-of a fine 

balance within the myriad of processes and interrelations making up the present 

moment. 

 

THE PRESENTATION EXHIBITION 

The examination presentation was held at Auckland University’s ProjectSpace in 

August,  2021. 
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Fig # : Detail of the presentation exhibition. 

 

Fig #: Detail of the presentation exhibition. 
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Fig #: Detail of the presentation exhibition. 

Utilising an installation-based approach to present the major creative outcomes of 

the research (the paintings), provided a way to significantly feature other objects 

from my studio. I aimed to achieve three goals in taking this approach.  

First: by including objects from the studio I sought to encompass within the 

presentation the environment that made up the situative and embodied conditions 

of the project’s studio-based practice. These collected and constructed materials 

served as references and mnemonic devices, physical manifestations that trace 

relational in-practice processes. By employing an installative approach, the 

presentation sought to offer an immersive experience for the viewer during which 

they may edge closer to understanding the practice-based processes explored 

throughout the project. Activating this experiential encompass felt important for it 

signified the crucial role that objects played throughout the project’s investigation of 

the inter-relational potential of subjects and objects. 

Second: the project valorised process over pre-designation. The objects included in 

the presentation had not only been used in various ways to make the paintings 

(stretcher bars, rags, canvas rolls, etc.), but they had additionally been part of small 

model arrangements that fed back into the content of the paintings. By presenting 

the objects as if they were poised at a moment of being-in-relation with the 
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paintings (e.g. by stacking, suspending, upending, propping, etc.), there was an 

attempt to convey a sense of the in-the-midst-of condition that underpins the 

project’s application of a methodology of in-betweenness - that is, to present 

process in action rather than just product. 

Third: I sought to engage the methodological approach of in-betweenness to create 

the presentation exhibition itself. Thus, by working in-the-moment to compose the 

arrangements of objects and paintings, I allowed the qualities of the objects at hand 

to inform the greater decision-making process. 

As with any exhibition of artworks, the intentions of the artist and the 

interpretations of the audience are not always the same. The presentation, in 

including various objects as if in-play with the paintings, risked distracting an 

audience from the content offered by the paintings themselves, rather than 

revealing both process and painted product thereof. In the context of the 

presentation, the pertinent question became; was the production of paintings the 

primary outcome, or was the process of making the most significant aspect? 

Reflecting on the relative success or not of the presentation approach in regard to 

this question it became evident to me that in employing the object encompassing, 

installative approach, I perhaps did not trust in the paintings' continued 

becomingness when viewed; in other words, I did not believe that the paintings’ 

living (and therefore processorial) vitality was not exhausted at the moment I ceased 

painting them. Presenting the paintings as if in-relation with other objects was 

employed as a strategy to compensate for this perceived issue. However, in 

hindsight, this action may have unintentionally denied the potential impact of the 

paintings in and of themselves to an extent. 

 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

Inhabiting In-betweens: Making Paintings and Being Made was a practice-led 

research project that explored the meaning, application and implications of the 
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metaphor ‘in-betweenness’ within the context of an indeterminate methodology of 

painting practice. 

The project employed the idea of in-betweenness to develop a methodology of 

practice grounded in an ethics of relational equality. This in-practice equality of the 

painter and painting created conditions for interplays wherein distinctive parts of 

became reconstituted as a mutualised pair. The emergence of new constitutions 

expanded the gestalt of physical, emotional, and imaginative capacities that defined 

the painter-painting pair at any given moment. The in-practice continuum of painter-

painting interplay informed a recursive reflex wherein emergent interrelational 

constitutions informed new conditions for further generative operations and ensuing 

co-constitutional emergence. 

The research outcomes of the project’s enquiry were an examination presentation of 

paintings in Elam’s ProjectSpace at the University of Auckland, accompanied with a 

doctoral thesis. 

The project’s enquiry was guided by three questions: 

1: What can the conceptual-structural metaphor ‘in-betweenness’ reveal about the 

painter-painting relationship when applied to the conditions of a studio-based 

practice? 

2. What studio-based conditions methodologically enable my being in-between in 

practice?  

3. What does the in-between methodology of painting practice contribute to the 

field of contemporary painting practices? 

In addressing the first question, I furnished a studio-based body of work that 

explored synchronous, interrelational conditions that affected practice-based 

interplays made up of myself, as the painter, with a respective painting. Through this 

practice-led research approach I endeavoured to experientially situate and embody 

in-betweenness. This method of reflexive enquiry revealed the project’s conceptual 

ground as operating within the phenomenal conditions of subject-object field 
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relations. Drawing from readings of Daoist texts, I applied a second relational 

metaphor, hsiang sheng, translated as mutual arising, to identify the synchronous 

codependence of parts. The concept of hsiang sheng defined conditions in which 

myself, as the painter-subject, and the painting-object might operate as a 

constitutional whole. 

 The metaphor in-betweenness, applied to the mutual arising of the painter-painting 

pair, revealed the significance of the two-way movements characterised by the two-

as-one and one-as-two activity that is the very making up of codependent pairs. I 

concluded that the structuring metaphor ‘in-betweenness’ revealed my studio-based 

painting practice as a synchronously co-dependant, interrelation of the painter and 

the painting, informing generative conditions for emergent relation-based 

constitutions during practice. 

In answering the project’s second question, What studio-based conditions 

methodologically enable my being in-between in practice? I employed my studio-

based painting practice to situate, test, and evaluate methodological strategies 

aimed at enabling my experience of ‘being in-between.’ I discovered that the 

primary condition enabling experiences of being in-between was the capacity of my 

consciousness to situate and focus my embodied presence within a field of subject-

object relations – a field specified, within the project, as the painter as subject and 

the painting as object. During the activity of practice, my consciousness of subject-

object field operations established grounds in which my awareness could ‘inhabit’, or 

become, the changing interrelational constitutions of the painter-subject and 

painting-object pair. I understand my sense of situative and embodied inhabitation 

of such relation-based constitutions as my experience of being in-between. 

The various incidentals and needs of a working day in my studio regularly 

interrupted the concentrated quality of awareness essential for attaining and 

maintaining an experience of being in-between. To durationally maintain, or return 

to, being in-between, required applying a methodological approach of; observational 

consciousness to the studio as a relational subject-object field; a readied receptivity 

to the emergent qualities of painter-painting interrelations; an attunement to the 
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phenomenal potentiality of new painter-painting constitutions; and, an intuitive, 

spontaneous responsivity to the synchronous, interrelational flux and flow of 

painting practice. 

By answering my first two questions, I am able to address my third question: What 

does the in-between methodology of painting practice contribute to the field of 

contemporary painting practices? In answer, I assert that the project Inhabiting In-

betweens: Making Paintings and Being Made developed a methodology for painting 

practice that made live an ethos of relational equality based in synchronous 

interplays in-between the painter and the painting. The project attempts to 

contribute to contemporary practice by demonstrating the operations of 

synchronous practice-based conditions as a basis from which to generate ‘novelty’, 

here manifest as emergent interrelational constitutions. In understanding that the 

in-between-based methodology of painting practice generates painted outcomes 

that are intrinsically part of the interrelational processes called forth in the making, I 

argue that this methodological approach offers means to create original paintings 

that are grounded in the actuality of practice, and arising from the vitality manifest 

within the synchronous moment generative of new interrelational constitutions. 

I posit that painting, when practiced through the methodology of in-betweenness, is 

no longer medium-specific per se, rather, it methodologically orientates ethical, 

relation-based conduct, and the value of ‘not knowing’, to its medium-based 

conditions. 
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